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Abstract
Machines, computational or otherwise play an important role in contempo-
rary society. Rapid growth in industrialization lead to creation of machines
ever so complex and interacting with them is one of the important parts
of modern human life. Successful communication between machines and
humans depends on the human understanding of machine’s affordances,
constraints and mappings [83, pp 12-13].
Understanding such conceptual relationships is especially difficult in com-
putational machine since most of the work is hidden in the digital space.
This thesis explores the concept of creating continuity between physical to
digital spaces of computers, so that intuitive judgment of human in terms
of affordances, constraints and mappings in computational machines can
be increased.
Continuous or seamless interactions with computers are a popular research
challenge in human computer interaction (HCI). Discontinuities in inter-
active systems can generate disturbances in both cognitive and physical
communication process between human and machines [39, 125]. This thesis
formulates a set of strategies (techniques) to integrate multimodal inter-
actions ([86]) to create a transparent medium between digital space and
physical space to improve the mappings between real world and virtual
world, or in other words, create an Inter-Spatial Continuum. In this ter-
minology, spatial is used to represent the real world and the computer
generated virtual content as separate spaces.
Thesis proposes three strategies, transition, translation and projection to
integrate multi modal interactions to achieve the continuum. These strate-
gies were discussed relative to three chosen design choices relative to inter
spatial continuum, scale, direction and modality. Strategies can be utilized
either individually or collectively to create coordination between different
Abstract
modalities, according to the selected design choices. Interaction between
different spaces happens in their respective borders. Borders can be physi-
cal or conceptual. Via the integration of interaction spaces, either or both
digital space or the physical space should be able to submerged into the
other creating an intersection or an inter-spatial continuum. In such inter-
faces, user perceives a continuous medium between spaces.
Through implementations, we concluded the feasibility and suitability of
three strategies, transition, translation and projection to implement inter
spatial continuances, which can be extended to wider scales, while keeping
the interface non inclusive.
Furthermore, we studied the effect of multi modal stimulation on spatial
construct of a user, especially to estimate the depth perception in a dynamic
task. These experimental results concluded that both haptic and auditory
feedback increases the accuracy of a dynamic target selection task and hap-
tic stimuli perform better than auditory. Additionally, results show, in a
dynamic task, both the speed and the location of haptic stimuli are impor-
tant in constructing the space, location has more importance over speed.
These experimental results along with the knowledge gathered through pre-
vious research can conclude the implications of multi modal stimulations
in creating human spatial construct.
Inter spatial continuum has many application areas such as, entertainment,
design and creative industries, medicine / surgery, telecommunication, tele-
manipulation, etc. And we anticipate with the knowledge, results and
methods presented in this research, other researchers and industry profes-
sionals will be able to spawn many application scenarios, extensions and
improvements to the concept and open the possibilities to many successful
interaction paradigms in future.
Keywords: Inter-Spatial Continuum, Multimodal Spatial Construct, Mul-
timodal Interactions, Visual, Haptics, Auditory, Cross Modal
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“If a lion could talk, we could not understand him.”
— Ludwig Wittgenstein, Philosophical Investigations
1
1Introduction
Invention of tools symbolizes the beginning of industrial age. At firs, tools
were invented to ease human of massive workload of manual labour and im-
prove the efficiency. Most of the early tools had mono functional straight-
forward applications. Therefore, usability of the tools was purely driven by
intuition. As Norman mentioned, a simple tool such as a scissor provides
a simple Conceptual Model of affordances, constraints and mappings of its
usage [83, pp 12-13]. In simple terms, it shows what it can and cannot
do, and how one can go about operating it properly. Paraphrasing from
the same text, holes of the scissor affords inserting fingers into them, hinge
constrains the motion, and the size of the loops maps which fingers to be
inserted for proper usage.
However, rapid growth of industrialization of every aspects of the society
brought the machines to the equation. In contrasts to tools, machines are
capable of carrying out an active role in accomplishing a goal. Not to
mention the exponential growth in efficiency. The complexity of machines
brings along the challenge how the average man can operate it, properly,
efficiently and safely. However, most of the machines, such as a motor
vehicle, need special training and expertise to understand and properly
operate. Machines were like black boxes, with proper input, with some
internal magic, you could get the job done. Not only skills, but also proper
learning of application was necessary to operate them.
2
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This was more or so true for computers. Specially, at early ages, com-
puters were huge machines only experts could operate. Interfaces were
limited to skilled personal who could handle crude interfaces such as punch
cards. However, at the time, computers had very specific and technical
usage in commerce, science and military applications, therefore, only the
experts needed access to them. At the end of the world war II, technology
started to expand into other faculties of human life, such as domestic appli-
cations, commutation, entertainment; it was apparent that general public
will eventually needs the knowledge to operate complex machines. In the
widely read paper As We May Think, Vannever Bush brought the vision of
a future machine called MEMEX, which can be used in every aspects of hu-
man life, working as an assistant in tasks expanding from day to day work
to entertainment [16]. It introduces the linked information architecture,
multimedia capabilities and high integration of multi functional machines
and its eventual penetration into the society. This brought the attention of
scientists to investigate how we interact with machines. Interface became
a special feature on machines. And how we should share the workload be-
tween human and machine became a main focus. Importance of symbiotic
relationships between human and machines complimenting each others tal-
ents and skills were brought to attention [70]. In the paper, Licklider mainly
focused on the functionality, but proposed many exciting possibilities never
thought before.
This brings us back to the question, how we make the black box, which
is a machine, transparent to its user. How it can be more affordable and
intuitive. This is where the importance of user interface became appar-
ent. Researchers started to develop interfaces that can provide same af-
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fordances, constraints and mappings as classical tools for modern compu-
tational machines. Pioneering research of graphical user interface through
Ivan Sutherland’s Sketchpad is one of the earliest examples[109]. And was
shortly followed by the genius inventions of Engelbart which laid the foun-
dation of modern human computer interaction[25].
However, today, computers are extremely complex, multi functional and
highly diverse. Learning curves becoming extremely long and users get
compartmentalized into specific applications. Content has taken its own
life and digital virtual worlds have become sub cultures. These rich-content
based virtual environments carry a slight reflection of general aspects of
the real world as well. Basic functionality of these user interfaces can
be achieved through a few basic steps, such as pointing, selecting and
executing visual items. In this context, it is important to create basic
functionality of computer interfaces to be understandable through general
human intellect using a collective affordances, constrains and mappings.
Today, the veil covering the black box of computing machines has been lift
and content has become as it is perceived in real world, same affordances
and constrains has been replicated. This can be explained in a normal
3D environment, where objects are visible as it is and, are subjected to the
same constrains as in real world. However, mappings from real world to the
virtual and vice versa is still under development. These mappings are vital
for Human Computer Interaction (HCI), since those define the continuity
and communication between real world to the machine generated virtual
environment.
Continuous or seamless interactions with computers are a popular research
challenge in human computer interaction (HCI). Discontinuities in inter-
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active systems can generate disturbances in both cognitive and physical
communication process between human and machines [39, 125]. This thesis
wants to formulate a set of strategies (techniques) to integrate multimodal
interactions ([86]) to create a transparent medium between digital space
and physical space to improve the mappings between real world and vir-
tual world, or in other words, create an Inter-Spatial Continuum. In this
terminology, spatial is used to represent the real world and the computer
generated virtual content as separate spaces.
1.1 Cognition of Continuum
Figure 1.1: Cognitive aspects of tools use: ready-to-hand : tool is available
and in proper operation making it is to be conceive as a part of the body,
unready-to-hand : tool is present at hand with faults making the discon-
tinuity between the human body and tool is visible and present-at-hand :
tool needs repairing making it to be conceived as a separate entity
With respect to human, continuity has a broader definition. However, since
this thesis focus on creating a continuum in the context of user interface,
it is important to understand what is the continuity in context of HCI.
In classical psychology of human computer interaction, Card et. al. de-
scribed a model human processor as a information processing unit[17, pp24-
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43]. According to this model, human as a whole will consume information
and process them and create necessary output and perform action on its
environment. However, this understanding has been drastically argued and
changed to include many other factors into the equation of human computer
interaction.
Winogrand and Flores proposed that computer can be considered as a tool,
and in the cognitive process, it should be transparent to the user[125]. In
their analysis, they presented three stages in computer human interaction
process, ready-to-hand, unready-to-hand and present-at-hand, which was
derived from classic Heidegger philosophy[39]. In case of a user interacting
with a computer, say, moving digital objects using mouse, computer itself
is transparent to the user but the drawing pad. This is called ready-to-
hand. If the drawing software is malfunctioning, unready-to-hand stage
occurs where user is aware of the computer. If the malfunction persists,
present-at-hand occurs. This model shows the requirement for a continuous
medium between the physical world to digital and vice versa and its benefit
to reduce cognitive load. Figure 1.1 left shows how this concept can be
explained relative the continuity of the user interfaces.
As shown in the figure, lets take a crude tool, such as a hammer as an
example for the sake of simplicity to explain. In the left most case, when
a user handles a properly working tool, cognitive understanding of the
human body and motor function extends to include the tool as extended
body. Therefore, the interface has pushed to the border between the tool
and working material. This is Heidegger’s concept of ready-to-hand. It
is important to notice that in this case, user is able to understand the
affordances and constrains of the tool and appropriate mappings of its
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usage. Thus, in the context of a computer application, when such inclusion
for the cognitive model is achieved, intended application is meant to achieve
an inter spatial continuum, where user is able to act on the contents of the
intended application and application itself will be invisible to the user.
Let us consider the other two cases presented in figure 1.1, middle shows
the unready-to-hand condition where the interface is pulled back to lie
between the tool and users hand (dotted line). In this case, continuum is
broken and the interface is visible to the user (unready-to-hand). Finally
the last scenario is present-at-hand condition, where user understands the
separation of tool and the human body, where tool is separate entity that
user does not have any control over. This condition represent the failure
of the interface or interface vanishes creating the discontinuity.
Heidegger Conditions in HCI
(a) (b) (c) 
Figure 1.2: Heidegger Conditions in HCI can be explained using an example
case of a user with a game controller in front of a screen. (a) ready-to-hand :
controller is in proper operation making the user to pay full attention to
the screen, (b) unready-to-hand : controller is present at hand with faults
making the attention to be divided between the controller and the screen,
and (c) present-at-hand : controller needs repairing making it to consume
full attention
Figure 1.2 shows how Heidegger Conditions can be explained in HCI con-
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text using a user with a game controller in front of a screen as an example.
In the figure, (a) represents ready-to-hand condition, where controller is
in proper operation conditions, making the user to pay full attention to
the screen. In this case, controller itself is invisible to the user. In (b),
unready-to-hand condition, controller is present at hand with faults making
the attention to be divided between the controller and the screen. At this
stage, user can still use the controller, however, it is no longer transparent.
User perceives it as a part of the mechanism. Finally in (c) present-at-hand
condition, controller needs repairing making it to consume full attention of
the user. Now user is not able to control the intended application but to
interact with the interface component itself.
1.1.1 Continuum Between Spaces
In the case of the hammer, both the tool and the subject (the contents
that hammer works on) are exist in the real world. However, in the case of
computer human interaction, there exist a border between the real world
and its contents and the virtual world, which has to be taken into consid-
eration. Therefore, all the modalities should be recreated appropriately.
Focus of this thesis to understand the conditions where multi modal infor-
mation can be manipulated so that a continuous mapping between real to
virtual world can be simulated in human cognition.
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1.2 Spaces, Borders and Inter-Spatial
Continuum in HCI
Interaction between different spaces happens in their respective borders.
Borders can be physical or conceptual. In case of digital space and physical
space, border is physical whereas between different modalities border is
conceptual. At the same time, in cognitive sense, borders can be fuzzy and
hard to define.
Border 
Digital Space 
Physical Space 
Interactions at the 
tangent of two spaces 
Disintegrated Interaction Spaces 
Border 
Inter-spatial continuum  
Digital Space 
Physical Space 
Figure 1.3: Interaction spaces as relative to a touch based computer in-
terface identifying physical or real space and virtual space, showing their
borders at the touch interface (left) and inter-spatial continuum with re-
spect to a surface computing scenario where border become fuzzy and user
can interactions are mapped in a continuous manner (right).
Figure 1.3 shows the concept of borders and spaces with respective to a
surface computing application. In the left of figure 1.3 actual interaction
only occurs in the border (the surface), where as the digital space and
the physical space reside in either sides. Via the integration of interaction
spaces, either or both digital space or the physical space should be able to
submerged into the other creating an intersection (gray area in figure 1.3) or
an inter-spatial continuum. In such interfaces, user perceives a continuous
9
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medium between spaces.
Research has been done mainly in virtual reality (VR) and augmented
reality (AR) to project the effects of virtual spaces to real world and vice
versa[27, 108]. This thesis focus on bringing inter-spatial continuances in
terms of improving accuracy and efficiency in general computer systems
such as surface computers, desktops and projection systems.
1.3 Importance of Inter-spatial Continuum
Validity of the inter-spatial continuum can be propose both philosophi-
cally and experimentally. This section, first describe cognitive theory and
philosophical implications of the proposed system. Secondly, describes the
experimental confirmations of the system using a literature survey.
1.3.1 Philosophical and Cognitive Aspects
Philosophy of Awareness
Similarly awareness is another important philosophical factor to consider in
interface design. Polanyi pointed out the existence of two kinds of aware-
ness in his book Personal Knowledge, namely, focal awareness and sub-
sidiary awareness [87, pp57-59]. In general, when using a tool, interface
between the tool and the material (on which we apply the tool) is the focal
point of awareness and the interface between the tool and human is the
subsidiary point of awareness [54]. Lesser the cognitive attention needed for
subsidiary point of awareness, better the tool is. Ideally, interface should
disappear at the usage of tools. Skilled users of computer mouse might
experience this while they are working on 2D applications such as image
10
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A. focal point 
of awareness B. subsidiary point
of awareness
Figure 1.4: Focal awareness and subsidiary awareness [87, pp57-59]
editing. In the inter-spatial continuum, we create the interface effectively
transparent to the user keeping attention at subsidiary point of awareness.
Additionally, the concept can significantly contribute to the transparent
computer concept proposed by Mark Weiser since it diminishes the border
between digital and physical world [121].
Importance of such interactions arise when a user need to express informa-
tion which are non-explicit in nature. Source of such information arise from
the Tacit Knowledge of the user, which was explained in the philosophy of
Personal Knowledge by Polanyi[88]. This concept was further explained by
Nanoka, saying that knowledge is not always can be expressed by quan-
tifiable data, codified procedures and universal principles but it needs sub-
jective insights, intuitions and hunches of human[82]. For an example, lets
take a case of an artist carving a piece of wood. It is straightforward that
11
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even though the artist is well confident of making the artwork, he/she will
not be able to teach (or instruct) a computer to carve the artwork on a
virtual model of wood. Skills of carving and the artwork itself can not
be expressed with quantifiable data. Such knowledge is technically called
Tacit Knowledge or less structured knowledge. However in a case of an office
worker who wants to do his accounting ledgers in a spreadsheet application
would be fairly comfortable of instructing the computer with traditional
interfaces. This type of knowledge is called Explicit Knowledge.
Existence of these two types of knowledge categories has been identified
as the duality of the knowledge[40]. If we think about the example case
introduced in this paragraph with the carving artist, if he/she happen to
have a direct touch interface for a computer, it would be fairly superfluous
to perform his carving work on a virtual model of wood, utilizing his tacit
knowledge in the subject and making use of tools available, and utilizing
manipulation and interaction freedom within the digital environment.
Communication, Interpretation and Context
Interactivity is necessarily a part of the communication process between
human and machine in the context of HCI. Since interactivity is generally
described as how it is experienced by the user, it is important to look at how
human interpret or understand the expressions of the machine, or in a more
generalized sense, an external entity. As mentioned at the beginning of the
chapter, Ludwig Wittgenstein famously said “If a lion could talk, we could
not understand him” [131, p. 223]. Though, seemingly paradoxical, this
quote tries to express how the frame of reference (or contextual awareness)
is important for interpretation and understanding the meaning of any given
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expression, irrespective of its literal meaning. According to Wittgenstein,
even if a lion spoke in a known language, with proper grammar, we would
not be able to understand what it meant to convey because human thought
process is completely different from lion’s thought process. A commonly
presented and more understandable example of the argument is, if we take a
case of a student with science background sitting in an art class, though the
language is perfectly understood by the student, he might not understand
the exact meaning of the content thought in the class. However, in the
case of the lion, references and thought process is so far removed than the
example, thus, understanding what it says will be almost impossible. In
linguistic terms, the argument is further analyzed and described through
Radical translation[92] and Radical interpretation[21], where possibility of
deriving meaning through the context is explored.
In terms of HCI, it is important to understand the frame of reference of the
machine is as much as far as removed as the lion compared to human. How-
ever, interfaces bridge the gap and bring about a common ground between
these two. However, irrespective of presentation and expression, context
and frame of reference plays an important role in the interpretation. For
an example, a user migrating from one operating system to another might
always find it is difficult and frustrating to operate a graphical user inter-
face, even though action - reaction, symbolic meaning (such as symbol ‘x’
means closing a widget), and input method (mouse, keyboard) are common
between two operating systems. One such occurrence is widget operators
(such as close, maximize, minimize) located in mirrored positions between
operating systems.
In creating inter spatial continuum, contextual nature of interface is con-
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sidered in two separate methods.
1. Interpret context as a reflection of the real world
When interpreting the context as a reflection of real world, multi-
modal interactions are used to simulate a analogous real world action,
that can be intuitively understood by the user. An example is the
ImpAct project, as described in the section 4.2.1. This is used to
simulate a tool, which can probe a three-dimensional space as one
may do with a stick in a water tank.
2. Interpret context as linked informative cues
When interpreting the context as informative cues, information on
one modality is translated to another, presuming a synthetic relation-
ship between two modalities. Learning, experience, etc. can bring a
cognitive relationship between two modalities, which results in a col-
lective enhancement in the interpretation of the interactions. Hap-
tic Telescope described in section 4.2.2 is an example of informative
cues, where haptic stimulation is provided to improve the perception
of motion.
1.3.2 Cognitive Science and Experimental
Implications
Not only theoretical implications, but also latest research has shown that
there are perceptual links between different sensory events, which are spa-
tially coincident. Driver and Spence experimentally showed that human
cognitive system perceives multi-sensory information (visual and haptic)
as a single unit when their source is spatially coincident[24]. Furthermore,
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Rob and Tan further extend these findings to the dynamic stage of the
stimulation source, concluding perception of multi-modal stimulations co-
incide on a moving source also provides a combined cognitive effect to the
human brain[36]. These researches suggest that the symbiotic nature of
multiple sensors in the human body and their perceptive effects. Better
the perception of the environment, minimum the cognitive load required to
take a decision, manipulate actuators and perform a task. Improvements
in perceptual system by combined effects of touch and vision has further
explained by Kennett et al[56].
1.4 Design Approach and Scope
Human computer interaction is a broad field expanding across many differ-
ent disciplines. This section defines the scope of this thesis and the design
approach followed.
1.4.1 Integration of Multimodal Interaction
Main focus of the thesis is to integrate multi modal interactions to create
a continuous interaction space between real and virtual world. Research in
multi modal interaction is in a very advanced status; all human modalities
can be catered. Focus of this thesis is to formulate and study a set of
strategies to integrate multi modal interface so that they could compliment
each other in a constructive and efficient manner.
Naturally, one modality is selected as fundamental and studies the effect
of integrating other modalities in terms of intuitiveness, performance and
experience. Since the most widely used computer interface is visual (i.e.
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computer screens, phones, etc.), we will select vision as our fundamental
modality. Second to visual, other two widely used interface modalities are
auditory and haptic. Therefore, we are selecting auditory and haptic as our
secondary interface.
Therefore, our primary strategy is to use audio and haptic as supplementary
modalities and integrate them to our fundamental modality vision.
Design	  Strategy	  
Vision	  
Hap1c	  Auditory	  
Figure 1.5: Design approach of the thesis, using vision as the primary
modality where auditory and haptics are used integrated via design strat-
egy.
Figure 1.5 shows the aforementioned design approach. Design strategy is
used to integrate supplementary modalities with the fundamental modality.
1.4.2 Non-inclusive Interfaces
Inclusiveness of a user interface can be identified as user being an essential
part of the interface, and difficult to detach. For an example in a head
mounted display application, user is inclusive of the interface. User play an
integral part. If you need to change the user it needs significant changes to
the user interface and its configuration. Whereas, non-inclusive interfaces
are independent of a specific user, such as a mouse or a keyboard, user
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actions, reactions will be rapidly replicated to cater different users without
significant modifications to the system.
Keeping interface components to be non-inclusive can have a wide range
of advantages. Said that, this argument does not intend to contrast be-
tween inclusive and non-inclusive interfaces. Rather, the intention is to
point out the advantage of keeping the interface non-inclusive. Three main
advantages of non-inclusive interfaces can be discussed as follows,
1. Less overhead to usage
Non-inclusive interfaces have relatively low overhead, meaning less
work needed to setting up, get to operation before actual usage. Most
inclusive interfaces, ranging from simple wearable interfaces telexis-
tance systems need some preparation or assistance in setting them
up. However, non-inclusive interfaces such as computer mouse or
touch screens need virtually none.
2. Easy to share
Since user and the interface is physically mutually exclusive, non-
inclusive interfaces are easy to share among multiple users, either
sequentially or simultaneously. This has a special advantage in public
interfaces.
3. Hygienic advantages
Hygienic issues are one of the most important factors in HCI. How
a shared interface could be presentable to multiple users as hygienic.
When the interface becomes highly inclusive, hygienic aspects be-
comes critical. However, with non-inclusive interfaces, though user
experience continuity and affective components of a multimodal inter-
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face, hygienic issues can be kept at minimum level. For an example,
using Ripple Touch (section 4.2.2) can be more appealing hygieni-
cally, than a wearable haptic west.
1.5 Design Strategies
We propose three design strategies to implement the inter-spatial contin-
uum.
1. Transition
2. Translation
3. Projection
These strategies can be utilized either individually or collectively to create
coordination between different modalities, according to the selected design
choices.
1.5.1 Transition
According to the free online dictionary, transition means ‘Passage from one
form, state, style, or place to another’1. In this proposal, transition is used
to define tools, which perform interactions through the border. Perceptual
phenomenon such as illusions, pseudo effects and cross modality can be
utilized to create such interfaces.
Figure 1.6 shows the ideal concept of transition in inter-spatial continuum.
User can submerged into the digital space and can experience (possibly
multi modal) and interact with the digital environment.
1www.thefreedictionary.com/transition
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Figure 1.6: Ideal concept of transitional interface, a conceptual image of a
user can penetrate the border of the visual display and submerge into the
virtual environment.
1.5.2 Translation
In linguistics, translation means conversion from one language to another.
In this proposal, translation is used to define conversion between different
modalities. In most of the cases, transitional interfaces are difficult to
achieve (specially at larger scales). Therefore, translation can be used to
simulate the transfer of events from one space to another.
As can be seen in figure 1.7, translation is a commonly used concept in HCI.
For an example, translation of motion in physical space to visual in digital
space can be a simple mouse action, where cursor moves in digital space
resulting the visual reaction. However, in creating inter-spatial continuum,
one must carefully use the appropriate modalities and relevant transfer
functions (arrow in the figure) so that an extended interaction space can
be re-created in the user perception.
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Figure 1.7: A simple translation scenario: relative to a traditional desktop
computer, translation of motion in physical space to visual in digital space
can be a simple mouse action, where cursor moves in digital space resulting
the visual reaction
1.5.3 Projection
Projection concept is thoroughly studied in augmented and virtual reality
research to create submerged interfaces[27].
In the context of inter-spatial continuum, projection is used to simulate fea-
tures or events that trespasses the borders of a space (digital or physical).
Figure 1.8 shows an example where possibly haptic or visual projection
on the physical space is used to represent visual features that escape dig-
ital space due to an explosion event (such as in a game) in digital space.
Similarly, physical events that escape the boundary, such as throwing an
object (physical or imaginary) can be projected to digital space using visual
simulations.
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Figure 1.8: Features cross the border are projected: Figure shows an exam-
ple where possibly haptic or visual projection on the physical space is used
to represent visual features that escape virtual space due to an explosion
event in virtual space
1.6 Research Methodology
Proposed three strategies in the section 1.5 highly depends on the human
perception of multimodal stimulations. Since we have selected vision as our
primary modality, and haptic and audio as the secondary modalities, it is
vital to investigate the perceptual implications of supplementing vision with
haptics and sounds. Aspects of such cross modal effects were extensively
studied through previous research. In this section we will categorize the
research problems and the research focus of this thesis.
1.6.1 Perception of Space Through Different
Modalities
Different sensual stimuli contribute to our collective understanding of the
surroundings. Among those, vision is the primary contributor to under-
stand the space in a broad sense. However, other sensory systems con-
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tribute to better it and add details. Since our primary focus of the thesis is
to investigate vision, sound and touch, discussion of this section is limited
to those three modalities.
Irrespective of the contributions of modalities, physiologically, processing
mechanism of the different modalities are widely diverse in human brain.
And the processing itself takes in different coordinates. We can summarize
it briefly as follows.
Vision
Visual cues are collected through the retinal sensors in human eye as an
array of light sensitive cells. How the retinal signals are mapped in the
brain is called Retinotopy, or retinal mapping. Retinotopy is somewhat
correlated to the actual spatial mappings of visual cues. This is specially
true for the visual mapping in primary visual cortex (V1), where the topol-
ogy of neurons processing different parts of the visual field can be mapped
spatially[118]. Where as other visual processing regions (V2, V3, etc.) has
complicated mapping, we can imply that vision is primarily processes as
spatial cues in the brain. This could be one of the contributing factors why
human’s (common among most mammals) spatial perception is primarily
depend on vision.
Identification of visual spatiality is measured in angular coordinates. For
measurements, usually the visual angle is measured as the vertical angle
from horizontal frame and horizontal angle from vertical frame. There are
direct relationships to such angles in primary visual cortex as well. In this
study, as the previous Researchers did, we will use angular measurements
for visual location identification.
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Human vision is a complicated sensory modal, functionality of which is
not limited to spatial cues, but followed by various light properties such as
luminance, color, etc, along with timing. However, in this thesis, we will
focus on above-mentioned spatial cues.
Auditory
Mapping of auditory cues in brain has few different approaches with differ-
ent properties of audio signals. First, brain maps audio information using
frequency or tone, which is called Tonotopy. Frequency discrimination
of audio signals start in the cochlea, which is the sound sensitive neuro-
structure in the inner ear. identified different frequencies have shown to
map in brain topographically in the primary auditory cortex of the brain
[113].
Secondly, audio signals are further analyzed in the brain through binaural
fusion, which is used to identify the horizontal location of the sound source.
Binaural fusion uses relative intensity of audio signals received through each
ear to encode the spatial location. It has been shown that brain uses a head
centered post processing to localize sound in horizontal plane[78].
Haptic
Haptics are perceived through many different types of sensory systems and
inter relation between them. In the context of spatiality, basic sensory
stimuli perceived through different receptors such as, touch, temperature,
pain; are mapped spatially using proprioception.
Touch or tactile sensation is felt through different cutaneous sensors such as
Meissner corpuscle, Pacinian corpuscle, Ruffini corpuscle, etc., and mapped
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somatotophically in central nervous system. Different areas of body have
different resolution (digits has higher resolution where trunk has low), so
somatotophy is not a linear map. However, brain can identify which part
of the body is actuated, and the relative location of that part is understood
through proprioception. Proprioception is the localization of areas / parts
of human body through muscle length, tension and joint pressure and an-
gles. Combination of somatotophy and proprioception gives us the spatial
awareness of the tactile cues.
1.6.2 Research on Multimodal Coordination and
Contribution
Goal of this thesis is to propose that inter-spatial continuum can be achieved
thought the proper coordination of multi modal interactions. However, if
different modalities have different coordinate systems, then, one should ask,
how we will be able to create such a continuum? How we overcome the
differences how we understand these modalities?
Most straightforward answer to this question is, replicate the same condi-
tions that we can experience in real world through a multimodal display.
But such interfaces tend to be highly inclusive and costly. So, what I will
be focusing on this thesis will what non-inclusive strategies to follow to
create a continuum. In another way, to investigate the basic multi modal
stimulations that can create a significant improvement in spatial awareness
and construct.
The problem of modality coordination has been studied extensively. There-
fore, we can identify different modes of coordination and use of different
modalities.
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Mode	   Sub	  modality	   Direc2on	   Status	  
Sta$c	  
Audio	   Horizontal/Ver$cal	   Previsou	  research	  
Depth	   Previsou	  research	  
Hap$c	   Horizontal/Ver$cal	   Previsou	  research	  
Depth	   Previsou	  research	  
Dynamic	  
Audio	   Horizontal/Ver$cal	   Previsou	  research	  
Depth	   Current	  Research	  
Hap$c	   Horizontal/Ver$cal	   Previsou	  research	  
Depth	   Current	  Research	  
Table 1.1: Different modes, modality and directions used in research to
identify multimodal effects on spatial awareness: Mode indicates whether
the target is moving or not, direction indicates the target location or motion
relative to human. Depth direction is taken as the case target is situated
or moving from or away from user.
As shown in table 1.1, correlation between different modalities can be
achieved in different modes, such as static and dynamic, with different
modalities and directions.
In static mode, research will be conducted to investigate spatial attention
of a user and how multi modal cues can be affect it. Usually, static modes
are evaluated using static (non moving) target selection preceded by a cue
event (either auditory or haptic). Static conditions are studied extensively
in previous research and a summary is given in the section 2.2.2.
Dynamic conditions are investigated through estimation of the position of
a moving target preceded by a cue event. Horizontal and vertical directions
(meaning target position or direction relative to user) are also been studied
in previous research (see section 2.2.2).
Main research experiments conducted in this thesis targets to investigate
the effects of multi modal cues in target location estimation in depth di-
rection of a dynamic target. And research results are presented in section
5.2.
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Works
2.1 Literature Review
User interfaces establish the communication between a user and its sur-
roundings. User also can be considered as an actor, who uses the interface
to perform an action on the environment to achieve a goal. Especially with
the advent of computational machines, requirement for sophisticated and
intuitive user interfaces became essential. As early as 1960, Licklider in-
troduced a broad vision pointing out possibilities that can be achieved via
successful collaboration and interaction between computers and human[70].
That concludes the requirement for an intuitive and natural user interfaces
for machines[43, 102], and extending it to other modalities ( i.e. voice
recognition) [7, 59].
This proposal presents the concept and design principles for inter-spatial
continuum that can link the real world and machine generated digital world
more intuitively and realistically. We propose three strategies to integrate
multimodal interactions ([86]) to create inter-spatial continuum.
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2.1.1 Related Work
Extension of Interaction Spaces
From early on interaction techniques for computers have been rapidly evolv-
ing. Traditional key hole card methods were rapidly replaced by keyboards
and then to mouse and graphical user interfaces (GUI)[26]. Another good
example would be Sketchpad, introduce the first direct touch interaction
scenarios[109]. Gibson describe the theory of affordance in user interfaces,
which says how the objects and their action possibilities combined with user
interaction can generate the autonomous understanding of user interface
[32]
By early 80’s, touch sensitive surfaces has been developed to give promising
future directives towards human computer interaction techniques. In 1983,
Nakatani and Rohrlich presented a philosophical framework for develop-
ment of touch screen based computer interfaces, which they called Soft
Machines [80]. They pointed out the hard controllers such as key boards
lead to make inflexibility and complexity in computer environments. They
proposed this could be eliminated using soft interfaces, which are graphical
presentation of controls on a touch screen surface. This might mark the
vision for modern surface computing.
VIDEOPLACE project created by Krueger eta˙lintroduces many positive
implications towards the development of interactive techniques which go
beyond the surface computing [61]. Basically, VIDEOPLACE is a system
where video camera captures a user and projects his/her silhouette on to
a screen along with synthesized graphical objects. This project introduced
simultaneous and free form interaction with multiple control points. Fol-
lowing this research, Multi-touch tablet was introduced, which is capable
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of continuously tracking finger inputs on a surface along with the measure-
ments of the degree of touch (indication of pressure of touch) to formulate
the basic interactive techniques for surface computing[69]. Furthermore,
Multi-touch tablet introduced GUI controllers and basic interface compo-
nents to work with touch input and relevant gestures to use them. These
two projects demonstrated a clear interaction scenario for multi-touch sur-
faces, which was adapted later by Wellner in his DigitalDesk[122] and many
others followed.
Two basic limitations are that 1)all the interactions are limited to 2D
surface and 2)feedback is limited to graphics (no physical feedback)[120].
There are many approaches to extend the interaction space of surface com-
puters beyond the 2D plane gestures. One of the early approaches was
introduction of sensing the degree of touch, or the amount of pressure[69,
105]. If we consider the plane of surface to be x-y, then this technique
enabled the z axis control on the surface. Later, pressure based widget
controls for GUI based computations were introduce by Ramos[93]. How-
ever the detectable range of pressure variation is very limited and has a
poor controllability at high resolutions. Direct z axis controls has been im-
plemented by Lapides et al. as 3D Tractus using a moving display, however,
the display can move only in one direction and no rotations are allowed[65].
Furthermore, size and shape of the touched area on the surface was taken
as an independent variable for input commands[94, 106], which can enable
different interaction scenarios for surface computing such as virtual force
metaphor, rotation metaphor, etc, presented by So et. al.[106]. Addition
to this, possibility of using direction of finger touch point as an input
is explored by Wang et. al.[119]. Even though the interaction space is
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expanded by these technologies, it still remains limited to the surface plane.
Wilson et. al. proposed a technique to detect user hand movements above
the display surface area to bring the planar gestures of surface computing to
three dimensional gesture space[124]. They further implement physics on
these interaction techniques to enable real world like object manipulations.
BiDi screen is another gesture manipulation system, which use a novel
vision based technique to capture 3D movements of the users hand[41].
Furthermore, under the table interactions were proposed to enhance the
interaction space of surfaces[123]. 3D interaction space enabled by these
technologies provides much freedom in control, however there is no feedback
to user hands and there are no visual contact between manipulation object
and hands. This could lead to ambiguity and confusion in object selection
and manipulation.
In order to improve the interaction capabilities and user experience on sur-
face computing systems, there are many assistive technologies used. Stylus
is an example for such technologies, which enable precise control on touch
surfaces and help to overcome human limitations such as fat finger prob-
lem. Suzuki et al proposed a set of enhancements to stylus by attaching an
accelerometer to it and tracking user actions performed in air[111]. Fur-
thermore, Bi et al explored the possibility of using pen rolling as an input
for pen based interactions[10] and Tian et al presented the concept pf Tilt
Menu to further explore stylus based interactions[115].
Other than, stylus, there are many assistive technologies used along side
surface computing in research world. In Bricks project, Fitzmaurice, Ishii
and Buxton presented a graspable user interface concept with related to
a table top surface computing environment[28]. In Bricks, virtual objects
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inside the screen can be manipulated by physical objects placed on the
screen so that the users can extend the limited two dimensional interac-
tion space to multidimensional and graspable physical space. Furthermore,
Sato et al presented Photo elastic touch, a soft touch interface for surface
computers[100].
Integration of Modalities
Early adaptation of haptic feedback systems were used in tele-operation
and tele-manipulation systems[8, 104]. It has been emphasized the impor-
tance to have the presence of haptics impedance, specially in manipula-
tion tasks in tele-existence systems[112]. Then they emerged into the gen-
eral computer human interaction field including virtual reality and gaming
applications[3, 52, 62, 68, 74, 76].
First tactile display for human computer interaction is the sand paper sys-
tem developed by Minsky and her colleagues[76]. System was designed
to give cutaneous sensation to the users hands according to the different
textures displayed on a screen. SmartTouch is another implementation of
wearable haptic device to give tactile sensation to a human finger accord-
ing to the visual information on the place finger touches using mechan-
ical means[52]. Functional electrical simulation[51] and focused acoustic
waves[47] can also be used to create tactile sensation. Tactile display sys-
tems are capable of providing texture data to user. To increase the kin
utilization in spatio-tactile interfaces can be done in many different ways.
An array of actuators can be either used in concentrated manner on a sen-
sitive area on the skin[13], or individual actuators can be distributed in
different parts of the body[31].
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Concentrated actuator arrays are generally intend to make a high resolu-
tion haptci display which can render complex information such as static
2D images[6, 84] and 3D shapes[53, 75, 90] and dynamic information such
as motion[38, 55]. In order to represent complex information on a tac-
tile display, a high concentration of actuators are necessary and also, in
most cases each actuator should be controllable individually. Number of
actuators adds constrains on the hardware design, such as form factor, us-
ability, price. Furthermore, higher the number of actuators electrical and
software design becomes complex and usually require special hardware to
manipulate the number of sensors. Therefore, many modern designs utilize
indirect ways to optimize the number of sensors to fit the requirement of
the application. Most widely used methods are to use perceptual illusions
such as phantom sensation[1] where imaginary actuators can be simulated
with proper temporal simulations and apparent motion[15] where continu-
ous stroke like motions can be simulated using discreet actuators. Israr et
al presented an empirical based model to properly simulate phantoms and
apparent motion using an optimized actuator array[46]. However, scaling
of such illusions to a large area has not been successful without increasing
the number of actuators. Even though out of the focus of this paper, other
tactile illusions such as Cutaneous rabbit might shed a light on scaling the
haptic illusions to larger area on the body[33].
Haptic interfaces, which are relatively in low resolution, but spread across
a wide area of the body are widely used in practical applications such as
games (e.g. wearable haptic jackets). Haptic interfaces involving whole
body are also widely investigated in research because there applicability in
practical scenarios such as automobiles[9, 19]. Also previous research has
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presented humans ability to understand coded information via distributed
actuators in different part of the body[31, 114]. Usually, such devices are
built with multiple actuators, which are spatially spread in a manner where
they come into contact with different parts of the user’s body. Actuators
can be either placed in an object where users come into contact such as
a chair[19] or it can be a wearable actuator array[12, 117]. Similar to the
concentrated actuator arrays, distributed actuators also have to cater for
number of actuators, which present number of issues in implementation
and usage as described above. Having multiple actuators, system must
ensure all the actuators are properly in contact with the user’s body, at the
intended location. This is a significant issue regard to the usage of such
interfaces.
Haptic radar is a simple and interactive haptic display where a user can feel
proximity through haptic feedback[133]. However it only tries to implement
very abstract proximity detection and less informative haptics. The haptic
laser is another related work that has been done trying to convert visual
information into haptics[44]. It acts as an extended rod, which can touch
remote objects. Our approach is to utilize the coordination and integration
of digital world with haptic data so that it will create a continuous medium
for interaction.
One important aspect of our strategy is to possibility to integrate with
general computing environments. In this area, Chang et. al. used a car
seat based haptic display system to convey driver information and warn-
ing systems[20]. They confirmed the importance of attention model and
benefits of haptic interfaces in such a system. Burnett et. al. confirms
the need for non visual information systems for vehicles and raises num-
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ber of research questions regarding the issue[14]. Suzuki et. al, proposes
a vibrating system for steering wheels to deliver changes in driving lanes
to the driver[110]. They further investigate the driver’s mental model and
confirm the successful reaction when the meaning matches the warning.
This shows the importance of coordination between different modalities,
especially reference to day-to-day applications.
Our approach is to use haptic system with in coherence with the other
modalities. We utilize different projection approaches between modalities
to achieve the continuous or seamless inter-projection between modalities
to create an inter-spatial continuum.
2.1.2 Ubiquitous Interfaces
User Interface for Automobile
There are many research work has been presented to introduce different
user interface scenarios for in-vehicle applications and enhance the driving
process. Kern et al introduced the primary interaction spaces of a car,
which can be utilized by designers, and also classified them according to
different attributes[57]. Evans et al has discusses the user interface issues
in automobile UI (User Interface) with reference to Application, Evalua-
tion and Research issues[63]. Langlois et al presented a sound design for
automotive UI[64]. Furthermore, Tonnis et al presented an AR based sys-
tem which give audio visual feedback to guide drivers about the danger
situations utilizing technologies such as head up displays[116].
In theoretical aspects, Muller et al discusses the multi-modal aspects of au-
tomotive UI with reference to its advantages and disadvantages, methods of
combining modalities and cost models. Furthermore, many more research
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work has been published about evaluating UI for automotive applications[63,
98] and standards have been established[29, 30, 97].
One of the most recent, and highly correlated work to the propose system
is the “Gestural interaction on the steering wheel” presented at CHI con-
ference 2011[23]. In this work, a steering wheel with concentric multi-touch
surface was presented and set of gesture interactions to control an audio
application and a navigation application was made. Gestures were derived
using a user study and presented as best fitting and widely preferred by par-
ticipants. This work can give significant insight into the proposed project.
At the same time, proposed system differ from [23] in many faculties. For
an example, proposed system will be implemented on the steering wheel it-
self, thus widening the interaction space. In [23] interaction is only allowed
inner side of the wheel, while our system allow interacting on either side
of the screen. Furthermore, proposed system extends the surface gestures
to three-dimensional by allowing hover detection. Therefore, compared to
[23], proposed system will include a wider range of gesture possibilities and
interaction methods.
Furthermore, Sandnes et al introduced an interface in steering wheel, which
used for a text input and controlling using visual mnemonics on three
buttons[99]. A similar system, but using gestures and giving special at-
tention to feedback system with a touch screen is presented by Kern et
al[58]. Gonzales et al studied a on steering wheel touch screen for evalu-
ating different text entry methods and selection criteria for thumb based
interaction[34]. However, these works are very specific and does not prop-
erly study or evaluate the complete interaction space of finger based ges-
tures on the steering wheel as we proposed, neither have studied the rota-
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tion aspects which are very significant in steering wheel based interfaces.
2.1.3 Three Dimensional Interactions
Three dimensional (3D) user interfaces are one of the thriving factions of
research regarding interactivity with virtual environments. Since we are
focusing on interactive spaces, 3D interaction plays a vital part regarding
our research.
In 3D User Interfaces (3DUI), three basic research paths are important
for our research. They are discrimination, selection and manipulation.
Discrimination focuses on identification of unique objects in a 3D virtual
environment[18, 50, 85, 91, 101].
Selection focuses on mainly interaction that involves selecting and object
within a 3D interface application. In selection, main focus is identifying
efficiency and accuracy of selection tasks[11, 50, 85]. Manipulation is an-
other most commonly studied interaction in 3DUI; it is most likely to be
investigated along with the selection task. Manipulation of 3D objects is
compulsory in interacting with 3D virtual environments. Many research
has conducted to evaluate different input techniques[89], interactive tech-
nique [49], and visualization methods[60] and so on.
In the context of the thesis, most important research in the field is to
evaluate multi modal interactivity to increase static and dynamic awareness
between virtual and real environments to create a continuous interaction
interface. One of the related project is a seat based haptic project that
increase the experience of motion through haptic cues provided on a seat[2].
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2.2 Research Position and Scope
At this point, it is important to position the proposed research relative to
existing research and clear the context, scope and focus of the thesis. Con-
tribution of the current research can be described using two approaches.
First is the conceptual advancement of the proposed inter-spatial contin-
uum. Secondly, contribution of the experimental research conducted.
2.2.1 Conceptual Advancement
Inclusiveness 
Scale 
Micro scale 
(fingers) 
< ~10cm 
Mini 
 
(Forearm ,hands) 
< ~100cm 
Macro 
 (Immersive, multiuser) 
> ~100cm 
Mouse and 
Touch Interface 
(M1, C) 
AR, VR(M3, C) 
Gestures  
(M1, D) 
Mouse based (Engelbart, 1962)  
Tele-existence 
(Tachi, 1990) 
Direct touch (Sutherland, 1988) 
In-Direct touch (Wigdor, 2006) 
Gesture (Bigdelou 
, 2012)  
Wearable gesture 
(Harrison, 2011)  
Pseudo Haptics 
ImpAct 
PP Projection 
RippleTouch 
Haptic Telescope, GestureWheel 
Cave 
(Aspin, 2007) 
Teleexistence Augmented Interactions 
(Rekimoto, 95)  
Figure 2.1: Relative scope of the thesis relevant to related work: Plotted
as the inclusiveness of the interface vs the scale of the interaction space.
Inclusiveness is define as the user being an inclusive part of the interface
where scale represent the physical interaction space dimensions.
As shown in the image 2.1, different researches can be plotted as the in-
teraction space scale against the inclusiveness of interactive system. In the
image, four different research areas are considered to identify the scope of
the research theme of this thesis. Along the plot, number of modalities
involved (Mx) and whether applications are primarily continuous (C) or
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discreet (D) is given within brackets.
Closer to the origin of the plot, mouse and touch interfaces are given as less
inclusive interfaces[26, 109, 123]. Touch interfaces can be distinguishably
separate from the user. However, touch interfaces are limited to very small
scales, in the convention we proposed in this thesis, limited to micro scale.
In the second region, gesture based interactive systems are considered. For
an example, gesture based systems such as [11] or wearable gestures sys-
tems such as Ominitouch[37] can be moderately scalable and while tending
towards inclusive.
Thirdly, most of the augmented and virtual reality systems ([5, 95]) tends
to be inclusive due to wearable components, but at the same time could be
highly scalable.
Finally, highly scalable tele-existence systems tends to highly inclusive in
nature, with almost exoskeleton wearable sensory systems[112].
Scope of the concept proposed in this thesis is to create scalable but non-
inclusive multi modal interfaces, so that they can be applied diversely in
different fields, applications and systems. As shown in grey region in the
plot, our approach stand out from the existing research and contribute to
a non inclusive inter spatial continuum.
2.2.2 Academic Contribution
This section summarizes the previous research studies conducted to under-
stand spatial coordination through multi modal interfaces. As previously
summarized in section 1.6, and shown in the table 1.1, different modalities
have different coordinate systems and have to be studied under different
conditions. Therefore, section summarizes the findings of previous research
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under different conditions and gives a brief introduction to the contribution
of research findings presented in this thesis.
Spatial Awareness Under Static Conditions
As briefly mentioned in the section 1.6, static conditions are studied as
target selection method preceded by a cue and reaction times are measured
as the dependent variable. Since we are focusing on the research conducted
to identify spatial awareness, we will summarize previous studies where
spatial; multi modal cues were given to understand the human attention
links between different modalities.
Spence et. al. presented a descriptive study of how attention can be influ-
enced in a target selection task using spatial selection task with reaction
time as the dependent variable [107]. This study focused on horizontal
target spread and showed, that both audition and tactile stimuli could af-
fect visual attention. Furthermore, Driver and Spence review the attention
and construction of space using crossmodal stimuli in [24] and showed that
orthogonal cuing could also would influence the attention and a construc-
tion of space. Gray et. al. conducted an extensive study to understand
the spatial resolution of crossmodal attention with static cues [35]. They
presented that spatial separation of cross modal attention as 9, 14, and 17
degrees for the visual, tactile, and auditory cues, respectively for a visual
target.
Crossmodal effects along the depth axis (hereon mentioned as z axis), is
studied in Ho et. al. in [42] in a driving situation to understand the front
vs rear view attention changes and conclude that a vibro-tactile stimuli on
torso can lead to a shift of visual attention on the distal view.
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These previous research has concluded the attention influence on spatial
construction with a multi modal cues. And further presented the spa-
tial spans which can be used for static cuing between sensory modalities.
Therefore, this thesis will not further study static target selection influence
caused by crossmodal stimuli.
Spatial Awareness Under Dynamic Conditions
Dynamic crossmodal attention was studied as both dynamic cue - static
target and dynamic cue - dynamic target. Grey and Tan conducted experi-
ments on how dynamic cuing can affect static target, with orthogonal cuing
method[36]. They conclude that vision and touch has strong dynamic links
in predicting or estimating a target position in space. Furthermore, their
study showed the effect of motion direction on target selection.
Furthermore, Rosli et. al. presented a study of how distal visual target
selection can be affected using an array of tactile cues [96]. This implicated
not only spatial construct but also visual search can be affected using mul-
timodal spatial cuing.
Furthermore, more application level research has shown that user experi-
ence can be increased through the spatial haptic cues[46].
Academic Contribution of the Thesis
Relative to previous research, this thesis present study of how dynamic
spatial construct can be affected by multimodal stimuli. Furthermore, since
the focus of this thesis is in inter spatial continuum, experiments targets the
spatial construct in a dynamic target, which moves along z axis, towards
the user. Effects of audio and tactile stimulations are investigated and
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results presented in the chapter 5.
2.2.3 Summary of Research Contribution
In summary, research contribution of the thesis can be classified under four
main categories.
1. Conceptual contribution
Thesis brings up the notion of non-inclusive interfaces and possibility
of implementing an inter-spatial continuum using them. Further-
more, thesis separately and collectively discusses the advantages of
the non-inclusiveness and inter-spatial continuum.
2. Strategies and Implementation
Thesis presented three basic strategies, transition, translation and
projection as the practical approach to implement inter-spatial con-
tinuum and showed actual implementations through prototypes as a
proof of concept through each strategy.
3. Academic contribution
Through our user study, we investigated the cross modal effects of
spatial construct relative to the existing academic work. According to
our literature survey, cross modal effects on spatial construction along
depth direction, under dynamic tasks were not studied. We present
convincing evidence and investigate the important factors in cross
modal coordination along depth direction using our experiments.
4. Technical contribution
Finally, as prototype implementations, we presented few novel tech-
nologies, which can be used in future research and industrial ap-
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plications. For an example, perspective angle based pseudo haptics
for touch interfaces, simulated projection rendering under ImpAct
project, and resonance and standing waves based full body haptic
technology can be presented.
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3.1 Design Parameters
There are many different design parameters that has to be considered in
creating an extended interaction space. In the context of this proposal,
considering the commonality, relevancy and significance to the intended
interactive systems, we selected following three abstract classifications as
our design parameters.
1. Direction
2. Modalities
3. Scale
Examples of some other design parameters would be the context of the sys-
tem (location, surroundings, etc.), users (demographics, expertise), safety
(privacy, hazard, etc.). However, this proposal focuses on more generic user
interface scenarios such as surface computing, three dimensional user in-
terfaces and entertainment applications. Therefore the selected parameters
are more relevant to the context.
Each of the above mentioned categories contain multitudes of parameters,
which should be selected and shaped according to the requirements and
goals of the interface.
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3.1.1 Direction
Border 
Digital Space 
Physical Space 
Digital Space Extension to Physical Space 
Border 
Mutual Extension of Both Spaces 
Digital Space 
Physical Space Border 
Digital Space 
Physical Space 
Physical Space Extension to Digital Space 
Figure 3.1: Three basic directions of space extension
Direction simply means which space (digital or physical) should extend to
the other. As shown in figure 3.1, they can be either physical space to
digital, digital space to physical or mutual extension to each other.
3.1.2 Modalities
In the context of the proposal, modality is used to define the user percep-
tion (sensory) and actuation (motor) faculties. In the design process, it
is important to decide, which modalities are used as input to the machine
(motion, vision, voice, smell, etc.) and which modalities will be used as
out put from machine. For an example, in a personal computer, motion
or force from fingers (keyboard input) used as input while, visual feedback
(display) is used as output.
Almost all of the modern computing devices use visual displays as out
put, thus making it a necessity to include it in our research. Secondly,
audio and haptics plays a vital role in experiencing our physical world,
specially, in our intended application area. Therefore, in this proposal,
we selected most commonly used three modalities in contemporary HCI
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systems, vision, audio and haptics, and left out smell and taste, which can
be studied separately in future.
3.1.3 Scale
Micro Scale Mini Scale Macro Scale 
Figure 3.2: Three basic levels of scales of extension
Scale is used to define the depth of extension between different spaces. For
an example, different applications might require different levels of exten-
sions. Figure 3.2 shows three chosen levels of scales defined by author.
Definition of Scale
Physical length (log scale) 0cm 10cm 100cm 
Micro Scale Mini Scale Macro Scale 
Figure 3.3: Three basic levels of scales grouped in approximate real world
dimensions
All three of them are defined with respect to the user. Micro scale is
defined as extension in the level of fingers length (e.g. tablet computers)
where user fingers are still in touch with digital space (directly or through
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a tool). Mini scale is defined as extension to the depth of arms of the user.
For an example, a user playing a computer game with a gaming gear can
be considered in this scale. Finally, Macro scale is where extended space
fully submerged the user. An example will be a home theater system.
Figure 3.3 shows the three different scales in the real world physical dimen-
sions. We can approximate the regions are lie in units of logarithmic scale
in centimeters.
3.2 Design Flow
Applica'on	  
• Requirements	  
• Context	  
• Users	  
Design	  Parameters	  
• Select	  Parameters	  
Strategy	  
• Implementa'on	  strategy	  
• Technology	  
Evalua'on	  
• Technical	  
• Human	  factors	  
• Itera'on	  
Figure 3.4: Four steps of design flow
Figure 3.4 shows four steps followed in the design process or flow described
in this proposal. First step is a fundamental requirement for any interface
design. Designer should understand the requirements of the application,
where it will be used and how, and who will use it. Second step is to select
the design parameters, which we will be used in creating the system. We
will describe the parameter selection process in detail in the section 3.1.
Third step is, make the strategy to implement the intended system, using
design, technology and other necessary means (section 1.5). Finally, system
will be evaluated and if required, re-iterated till the goals are satisfied. In
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the flow, first and last steps are common to any design process, therefore,
in the following sections, focus is given to the second and third steps.
3.3 Strategies to Implementation
This section discusses the conversion of theoretical strategies to practical
implementations using three prototype implementations.
3.3.1 Design Choice Space
Scale 
Micro Mini Macro 
Direc&on	  
D	  to	  P	  
P	  to	  D	  
Mutual	  
	  
Design	  Choice	  Space	  
Modality 
Visual 
Haptic 
Auditory 
Figure 3.5: Design choice space for a given interface
Given a goal, we have wide variety of design choices to select from. How-
ever, in the context of the thesis, we will only consider, three options from
each design choice classification. Namely, for direction, we consider digital
to physical (D to P), physical to digital (P to D) and mutual; for modality,
we consider visual, haptic and auditory; finally for scale, we consider micro,
mini and macro scales.
Figure 3.5 shows how the design choices can be made using design parame-
ter space. As shown in the figure, choices in scale are considered mutually
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exclusive, while multiple choices from other two parameters can be com-
bined to create the choice space.
Once we select the choices, we can select transition, translation and projec-
tion or any combination as the implementation strategy. Following sections
describes how each of the design strategies is utilized in different design
choices.
3.3.2 Transition
Push 
Rotate 
Elongated 
Rendering Rotated 
Rendering 
Physical 
Rendered Projection 
Figure 3.6: Ideal seamless interface (left), using a length changing stylus to
achieve continuous interaction with a 3D machine space (middle), physical
realization of a prototype for continuous interactions (ImpAct)
As described in section 1.5.1, transitional tools interact through the border
utilizing perceptual phenomenon such as illusions, pseudo effects and cross
modality. In this section, we describe how transition can be adapt to
practical implementation.
Figure 3.6 shows how an merely impossible ideal seamless interface (left)
can be partially realized by combining few rudimentary interaction tech-
niques. System shown in the figure 3.6 is ImpAct (Immersive Haptic Aug-
mentation for Direct Touch) [126, 128, 129]. ImpAct is a haptic stylus which
can change its length dynamically and by combining it with a 3D projection
rendering mechanism (Fig. 3.6), it can make the illusion of going through
a display surface in to the digital space (Fig. 3.7). Furthermore, once user
gets into the digital space, more realistic interactions with digital objects
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are provided with kinaesthetic haptic feedback. ImpAct’s main novelty is
in the collective interaction paradigm “through surface interaction”.
We have developed the length changeable stylus integrated with the actua-
tion system to provide feedback. Furthermore, we developed the simulated
projection rendering (SPR) mechanism by tracking linear length changes
and angular motion of ImpAct and projecting them on the digital space.
Tracking the users eye position is also an important feature for the SPR.
And also, we derived a set of haptic stimulations possible with ImpAct’s
capabilities and created a haptic model for ImpAct. It is design so that
user grips it with outer tube which consists of a inner shaft which can move
relative to user’s grip. Inner shaft is attached to a actuation mechanism
drives by a DC motor to provide kinesthetic haptic sensation. Most of
kinesthetic haptic devices made for HCI use a grounding mechanism. In
ImpAct, display surface itself has used as the grounding.
Impact uses SPR to simulate transition between real space to virtual space
through the border. Though it is just a perceptual illusion, this saturates
the primary requirement for the interface to be transitional. Furthermore,
haptic feedback provided along the axis of the stem of ImpAct simulates
the physical connection to the virtual world via a tangible link. How-
ever, ImpAct also uses translation and projection. SPR projects the parts
that trespasses the border between physical world to virtual world. Haptic
feedback uses translation of three-dimensional forces to lie along the axis
of ImpAct’s stem. Therefore, ImpAct primarily utilize transition, however
also uses projection and translation.
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3.3.3 Translation
ImpAct is an example where physical space, temporal state and modali-
ties are all collocated and works in sync. However, synchronicity can be
achieved through less obvious but subtle or pervasive interfaces. In transla-
tion, we follow a design strategy where features of one modality are repre-
sented in another modality following an optimal transfer function so that,
it creates a virtual correlation between different modalities.
α1 
α2 
Haptic actuator array 
P0 
P1 
P2 
P6 
θ1 
θ2 View 
Point 
Optical Flow: Low frequency 
Optical Flow: High frequency 
(1) 
(2) 
A video game player with Haptic Telescope gaming gear 
AM Actuator 
Modules 
Bridging 
Connectors 
to Surface 
Array Surface 
Configuration 
Prototype 
(3) 
Figure 3.7: Haptic Telescope
Figure 3.7 shows Haptic Telescope[130], which is a vibro-tactile haptic dis-
play designed to map important information in a moving visual field to
meaningful haptic cues by extracting spatial and frequency changes in the
optical flow and modulating them to a high-bandwidth tactile actuator
array. Our main goal is to create a cross-modal haptic display, which
interprets visual cues as tactile sensation on skin. Haptic Telescope can
simulate the changes in the visual field relative to an observer, combining
both spatial changes and frequency variations of tactile actuators. Visu-
ally consistent objects with large optical angles (low spatial frequency) are
mapped to the haptic domain as low frequencies and objects with small
optical angles (fast spatial frequencies) are mapped as high frequencies.
Haptic telescope is capable of giving pseudo remote touch sensation along
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with enhanced motion perception.
Unlike ImpAct, there are no through border interactions in Haptic Tele-
scope, rather translating stimulations from one modality into another.
Therefore, Haptic Telescope is primarily a translational interface. How-
ever, same setup can be used for projection by representing content that
pass the border between virtual to real world with the haptic actuator
array.
3.3.4 Projection
4 Base actuators 
Wooden Seat 
Damping layer 
Wooden legs 
Acoustic actuator 
Filter 1 [F1] 
Filter 2 [F2] 
Filter 3 [F3] 
Filter n [Fn] 
Figure 3.8: Ripple Touch: Design concept (left), First prototype concept
to fabrication (right)
In inter-space projection, different interactive components of the user inter-
face are extended to create the sensation of coexistence. For an example,
we are investigating a full body haptic display using the body vibration
resonant characteristics of low frequency signals, which is called Ripple
Touch.
As any other object, human body can act as a transmission line for acoustic
waves. Certain acoustic frequencies pass through our body and some get
absorbed (filtered as shown in Figure 3.8 left). Furthermore, at the end
of the body, some waves get reflected creating standing waves. This ab-
sorbed energy and standing wave conditions create mechanical vibrations
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of our body tissues, bones and organs. Since different tissues, bone frag-
ments and organs has different physical properties; since, their respective
resonant vibration frequencies are different from each other. We can use
these properties to create a full body haptic display using a single actuation
source.
Ripple Touch system uses four speakers works in the base range of audio
frequency, grouped in two together so that it can be drive through a sim-
ple stereo audio interface. Since only two signals are used, complexity and
connectivity of the hardware system is simple and the software implemen-
tation also fairly simple. In the current prototype, speakers are mounted
on a bench and users sit on it (Figure 3.8 right). In this case, users’ head
acts as an open end to the wave propagation. Therefore, waves might
get reflected from the head creating standing wave conditions. According
to the frequency combinations and modulation parameters and standing
wave characteristics, users can feel vibro tactile sensation in different parts
of their body such as, face, head, neck, chest, back and stomach. Since
the actuation system has very abstract areas of actuation, we call it a
low-resolution haptic device. However, it has the advantage of being able
to activate wide variety of areas of body without having to wear multiple
sensors or complex actuation systems.
Ripple Touch is ideal for public haptic displays. For an example, an ex-
plosion scene in a movie can emit shrapnel shells, which trespasses the
screen and projecting towards users. These components can be simulated
using Ripple Touch, thus making it ideally suitable for projective interfaces.
However, Ripple Touch has to utilize a proper translation to simulate the
haptics. Therefore, Ripple Touch follows some translational aspects in cre-
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ating haptics.
3.4 Design Parameters and Strategies in
Individual Projects
This section describes how individual project creates its design choice
space using design parameters and how they get contributed from proposed
strategies.
3.4.1 Design Parameter Matrix
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  Design	  Parameters	  
	  
	  	  	  	  	  Project	  	  	  	  	  	  
Direc&on	   Modality	   Scale	  
ImpAct	   Mutual	  
Visual	  
Hap&c	  
Auditory	  
Micro/Mini	  
Hap&c	  Telescope	   Virtual	  to	  Physical	   Visual	  Hap&cs	   Mini	  
Ripple	  Touch	   Virtual	  to	  Physical	   Visual	  Hap&cs	   Macro	  
Table 3.1: Design parameters used by each project
Table 3.1 shows the design parameters selected in the design choice stage in
individual projects. As shown, projects use micro, mini and macro scales
separately and use different combinations of modalities according to the
requirements of the interface.
3.4.2 Strategy Contribution Matrix
Table 3.2 shows the contribution of each strategy to previously described
projects. As shown ImpAct utilizes all three strategies while other two
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  Strategy	  
	  
	  	  	  	  	  Project	  	  	  	  	  	  
Transi'on	   Transla'on	   Projec'on	  
ImpAct	   Major	   Medium	   Medium	  
Hap'c	  Telescope	   None	   Major	   Minor	  
Ripple	  Touch	   None	   None	   Major	  
Table 3.2: “Level of contribution” matrix from strategy to projects
projects only selects two or one. Selection of strategies depends on the
context of the project, design choices and intended users. Projects pre-
sented here are examples selected to best describe the design adaptation.
Further implementation details and additional projects are described in
chapter 4.
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4.1 Inter Spatial Continuum in Micro Scale
As described in the section 3.1.3, micro scale focus on the interaction hap-
pens within the user’s forearm and fingers reach. In this section we will
describe the plausible solutions to implement an inter spatial continuum in
the micro scale, their design and evaluation scenarios.
4.1.1 Design Approach for Micro Scale
As described above, interactivity in micro scale happens at finger level
and most of the application scenarios involve touch or multi touch based
interactions. Since hand held and multitouch devices are a very trending
and most probably primary computational units in future, we focus micro
scale inter spatial continuum in reference to touch based interactions.
Hand held devices are mostly used for communication purposes and light
weight personal computation needs. However, modern mobile applications
are getting richer day by day and the computation power and storage of
devices are getting higher. Availability of 3D content in hand held devices
are ubiquitous, especially in entertainment applications such as games. Not
only those, but recently 3D design applications and simulation environment
such as in medical field provide rich multidimensional data on mobile de-
vices. Therefore, it is worthy to inquire the possibility of inter spacial
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continuum in this scale. Furthermore, HTML 5 standard road map also
promise 3D web data in near future.
One of the aspects of touch base interaction is users prefer to interact with
them directly, thus called direct touch devices. Furthermore, integration
other physical implementations may significantly reduce the mobility of
the device and create less preference by users. Therefore, we chose to use
pseudo haptic based inter spatial continuum strategy as primary solution
in micro scale.
4.1.2 Pseudo Haptics
Pseudo-haptic feedback is a widely used interaction technique that makes
an illusion of haptic sensation using proper manipulation of visual presen-
tation in interactive system[66]. Previous research has successfully used
pseudo hatics to simulate friction[66], hardness or softness[67], the mass of
an object[22], etc.
Most commonly used method to create pseudo hatics is to manipulate
control to display ratio of an interactive system to generate synthetic per-
ception of haptic components[4]. However, this is not a good solution for
touch devices since they used direct touch. Therefore we propose to use
a controllable parallax as one approach for to create pseudo haptic sen-
sation on touch screens. Another approach is to use controllable assistive
visual components on the displays. Both the strategies are described in
this chapter and evaluation and results are presented.
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4.1.3 Parallax Based Pseudo Haptics on Touch
Interfaces
Parallax effect can be easily achieved in a simulated 3D graphics environ-
ment by changing the primary camera position and angle. In a normal
pseudo haptic methods, such as in a desktop, control to display (CD) ra-
tio is achieved by changing the cursors movement according to the required
haptic information with respective to user ation such as controlling a mouse.
However, as described before, on a touch screen there is no cursor to con-
trol. Therefore we use the parallax effect. In simple terms, we control the
camera location and movement to satisfy different haptic scenarios intended
to experience by the user.
Effect of Camera motion
To describe the intended effect, lets get a simple example of user moving
a finger on the touch screen where a 3D graphic scene is rendered and the
system shows a bump effect generated by the 3D system. In real life, if a
someone moves a finger across a bump, either he will be able to experience
the geometry of the bump and forces exerted, or the bump itself will be
moved by the finger and move along. However, in a pseudo haptic envi-
ronment, we can neither simulate forces nor geometry. In tern, what we
do is calculate the probably forces and movements expected from the user
actions and reflect them back to camera, with a CD ratio calculated using
an appropriate method. This will create an illusion, either the background
motion according to haptic data or the bump itself moving along with fin-
ger to the edge of the screen. We hypothesize this will create a pseudo
haptic sensation on users.
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Calculating Control to Display Ratio
Two methods can be used to calculate the control to display ratio, in our
case control to parallax slip, since user feels like he is slipping the geomaty
on screen. One is to use normal depth map of the 3D information. Second
approach is to use curvature based calculation using normal maps.
Depth map method uses the depth to haptic geometry to calculate possible
friction or force aspects against or supporting finger motion on the touch
pad. However previous research has presented this method contains few
weaknesses[4], and curvature-based approach is more suitable.
Curvature Based
z 
y 
x 
m
T1 
T2 
v 
Figure 4.1: Notation followed to identify finger position
Lecuyer proposed curvature based approach[4]. It is calculated using the
normals of 3D geometry from the consecutive touch points. As shown
in figure 4.1, when a user’s touch is moving along the touch screen, we
can identify, two consecutive touch points on the screen, namely T1 and
T2. These two, along with the direction of motion make the finger motion
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vector −→m. Assuming a normal viewing angle, viewing vector can be noted
as −→v .
m
v 
n1 
n2 
T1 
T2 
Figure 4.2: Calculation of curvature from normal maps, adapted from [4]
Two vectors −→m and −→v creates a plane in which finger points can be pro-
jected to the geometry shown in the 3D space beneath the touch surface,
as shown in figure 4.2. Normals to the curvature at positions T1 and T2
is represented with normals n1 and n2, a normalized representation of the
curvature information. Along curvature information, system can calculate
the resistiveness against or towards touch motion and thus calculate control
to parallax ratio using the same calculation algorithm as explained in[4].
4.1.4 Implementation
Curvature Based
Figure 4.3 shows the implementation of the proposed system. Check box
background helps user to perceive the parallax effect clearly.
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Figure 4.3: Curvature based pseudo haptic: Figure shows a user dragging a
finger across a bump, according to the curvature of the bump, perspective
camera of the scene will be altered, so that user perceive the physical like
reaction from scene
4.1.5 Ghost Finger Approach
Another approach to create the pseudo haptic sensation is to use a ghost
finger. When a user touches the screen, a ghost (or a shadow finger) is
shown in front the actual finger location and this ghost is used to simulate
haptic data.
Figure 4.4: Ghost finger method: The length of the ghost finger changes
according to the force excreted by the interacting object
As shown in the figure 4.4, we can control the length of the ghost finger
according to the force excreted by the interacting object. Thus generating
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the illusion of pseudo haptic effect, which analogous to an elastic finger.
Heavier the object, longer the ghost finger will be.
4.1.6 Summary of Continuum in Micro Scale
In micro scale, extension of space is limited to much smaller scale. There-
fore, illusions such as pseudo haptic effects can create the continuum in
perception. Parallax based pseudo haptic sensation creates a limited, but
perceivable volumetric interaction region, where continuity can be assured.
This is a transitional continuum since perception is that user actually in-
teracts through the surface.
4.2 Inter Spatial Continuum in Mini Scale
This section describes prototypes and realization scenarios of the mini scale.
4.2.1 ImpAct: Haptic stylus
As briefly introduced earlier, ImpAct is a special stylus designed to enable
Direct Touch for touch screen based display devices. ImpAct consists of a
scalable stem, making it possible to change its effective length when it is
push against a screen. Simultaneous to these changes in the length of the
physical stylus, a virtual stylus is rendered (drawn) inside the digital space
below the screen surface along the axis of the physical stylus. This will
deceive the user that the physical stylus penetrates the screen surface and
went into the virtual space below the screen. This process is shown in the
Figure 4.5. From the perspective of user, it presents a visually continuous
interface from the physical world to digital world.
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Elongating rendered
stylus
Screen
Shrinking
physical stylus
Moving Shaft Outer Grip
Visible Interface of ImpAct
Internal end of
Moving Shaft
Internal Structure
Shaft is attached to a DC
motor using rack-pinion gears
Figure 4.5: Operating Principle of ImpAct. When a user push ImpAct
against the screen, physical stylus shrinks and the virtual elongates. User
can use ImpAct to directly touch and manipulate objects inside the screen.
ImpAct consist of two co-centric cylindrical shafts, one hollow(like a tube)
and the other solid, making the solid shaft can move inside the outer grip.
Back end of the moving shaft is attached to a DC motor to provide haptic
feedback to the user.
Stem of the ImpAct is created using two co-centric cylindrical shafts, one
hollow (like a tube) and the other solid, making the solid shaft can linearly
move inside the outer tube (grip). User grips ImpAct using this outer tube
(we may call the grip) allowing the inner shaft or the moving shaft to be
movable within the grip making the physical stylus to change its length.
Back end of the moving shaft is internally attached to a DC(Direct Current)
motor via a rack-pinion type transmission mechanism. This configuration
is shown in the Figure 4.5. DC motor can restrict the movement of the
inner shaft, and also it can forcibly move the inner shaft through the gear
mechanism. This can be utilizes to implement a force-feedback haptic
interface using ImpAct. For an example, if tip of the ImpAct virtual stylus
hit a rigid wall inside the screen (i.e. a digital object), applying restriction
to the moving shaft will stop user from pushing it further down the screen.
Furthermore, if there is a moving object, ImpAct can simulate the effect of
motion against the tip of the ImpAct by forcibly elongating or contracting
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the length (i.e. moving the inner shaft in either direction).
Lets take a case where ImpAct is used to interact with a flat touch screen
display. To understand the geometry, take the surface of the touch screen
as x,y plane and the z axis is directed inward the screen. Changes in the
effective length of ImpAct are considered as the z axis controls on the
touch screen. Touch sensors on display itself provides measurements to
understand the movements along x, y plane using the touch point of Im-
pAct and the screen. Further, ImpAct is equipped with an accelerometer-
magnetometer pair to calculate its orientation and angular measurements
such as yaw, pitch and roll. These angular measurements are added to
capture 6-DoF transitions as input variables for interaction. When users
push ImpAct against the screen and went into the display area, he/she has
the freedom to manipulate it using movements along x,y and z directions
and rotations such as yaw, pitch and roll. The dimensions of the display
screen and the maximum span of the ImpAct inner shaft movement limit
this interaction space. It defines a three dimensional digital space, within
that user can freely use the movements and rotations based manipulation
and interactions with active force-feedback haptic sensation.
Figure 4.6: Prototype of ImpAct. Left: A user holding ImpAct in his hand.
Right: View of combine effect of the physical length change along with the
virtual stylus to make the effect of penetrating into the digital space.
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Design of ImpAct
In this chapter, we will discuss the design of ImpAct as a direct touch
tool. Design is classified into four different categories. First is Simulated
Projection Rendering. In this section, we will describe the measurements
required to generate the simulated projection rendering and methods used
to construct the render projection. Second category is design of haptic
feedback system. In this section, we will discuss the methods used to
generate haptics feedback to user’s hand and the principle of combining
visual and haptic information into the same spatial coordinates. Third and
forth categories are allocated to describe hardware and software models
used to implement the actual system.
Simulated Projection Rendering
Simulated Projection Rendering (SPR) is one of the core concepts that
drives the direct touch features of ImpAct. As described in the introduction
part, ImpAct consists of a movable ram inside its outer grip (works like a
solenoid) and this ram movement is used to change the overall length of
the stylus. When user pushes ImpAct against the screen, physical stylus
will shrink while a rendered projection will be drawn inside the screen
continuously mapping angular and length changes of ImpAct to that of the
projection (shown in Figure 4.7). This process is called simulated projection
rendering.
As shown in the Figure 4.7, in the process of simulated projection rendering,
all the orientation changes and length changes of the physical stylus is
matched to the rendered stylus so that it visually aligns with the physical
stylus. In other words, projection is simulated according to the dynamics
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of the physical stylus, thus the name simulated projection rendering.
Push
Rotate
Elongated
RenderingRotated
Rendering
Physical
Rendered Projection
Figure 4.7: Operating principle of the simulated projection rendering. Left:
Virtual stylus is rendered along the physical stylus to make a visually con-
tinuous interface. Right: When user changes the orientation or length of
the stylus, rendered stylus is matched and redrawn to project changes in
orientation and length.
Measurements for Projection Rendering
There are few important measurements required to implement the simu-
lated projection rendering. These measurements are visually represented
in the Figure 4.8. First measurement required is the length of the rendered
stylus to be drawn (Figure 4.8 (A)). Required length of the virtual stylus to
be drawn is equal to the difference between the original and current lengths
of the physical stylus. Electromechanical displacement measurement mech-
anism is used inside the ImpAct to measure these length changes.
Second measurement required is the touch point of ImpAct on the surface.
This is the point of insertion of virtual ram into the digital world on the
screen (Figure 4.8 (B)). Location of the touch point is acquired from the
touch sensitive surface measurements. This is a primary feature of touch
surfaces; however, we took special attention in implementation of ImpAct
to make it compatible with different touch sensing technologies. Acquired
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touch position is transferred to the user touch point in the 3D virtual world
from the perspective of the user.
Third measurement is the orientation of ImpAct. Orientation is measured
as the pitch, roll and yaw values of ImpAct as shown in (Figure 4.8 (D),
(E) and (F) respectively. There are many possible ways to measure the
orientation of an object such as accelerometer/compass based tracking,
motion capture, computer vision, etc. In order to enable ImpAct to be
used as a mobile device, we chose embedded accelerometer/compass sensing
module to measure the orientation.
Finally, altogether, there are 6 independent variables measured from the
input parameters to generate the projection inside the screen and possible
activities. They can be listed as bellow.
1. Length change of the ImpAct as z value.
2. Location of the x value of ImpAct on screen derived from the touch
point
3. Location of the y value of ImpAct on screen derived from the touch
point
4. Yaw angle (ψ)
5. Pitch angle (θ)
6. Roll angle (ϕ)
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F
D
E
(C) Perspective View (D) Side View (Pitch)
(E) Front View (Roll) (F) Top View (Yaw)
Physical
Rendered
Physical
Rendered
Equal
Elongation
Screen
Shrinking
Length
(A) Mapping Rendered Length (B) XY position
X
Y
Figure 4.8: Measurements required to implement the Simulated Projection
Rendering. (A) Matching the length change of the physical stylus to ren-
dered stylus, (B) Pointing the stylus on the touch surface, (C) Perspective
view of ImpAct interacting on a surface, (D) Matching the pitch of the
physical stylus to rendered stylus, (E) Matching the roll of the physical
stylus to rendered stylus, (F) Matching the yaw of the physical stylus to
rendered stylus.
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Rendering Projection
In this section we describe the method used to render the virtual stylus
below the display using the 6 measurements acquired from user interaction.
Virtual stylus is a model, which is similar to combination of a cylinder and
a sphere, which shares the same diameter. Sphere is placed at the end of
the cylinder such that the center of the sphere coincides with the center of
the circular face of the cylinder at the end. Structure of the virtual stylus
and a rendered model is shown in the Figure 4.9.
Figure 4.9: Structure of the virtual stylus and a rendered model.
Once a touch is registered on the surface, system acquires the touch point
and moves the origin of the virtual stylus, which is located at the centre of
the flat circular face of the cylindrical part, to the touch point. And set the
height of the cylindrical part of the virtual stylus to be equal to that of the
length change occurs in ImpAct. Spherical part of the stem is drawn inside
the screen when a touch is registered, irrespective of the length change
in ImpAct. However, this does not make any visual effect on the user,
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because when the length is supposed to be zero, height of the cylindrical
part is equals to zero making its a half sphere which is displayed inside the
screen and ImpAct’s physical stem occludes this half sphere. Figure 4.10
shows two cases where ImpAct touching the screen but not pushed in (A)
and ImpAct is pushed length x into the screen (B). Further, if there is no
touch is registered, then there will be no virtual stylus rendered inside the
screen.
Screen
x
Screen
A. B.
Figure 4.10: Rendering Virtual Stylus Length.
Once the virtual stylus is rendered inside the screen with desired position
of touch and length, it should be oriented inside the screen to match the
orientation of ImpAct. This is done turning the virtual stylus model about
z, y and x axis’s respectively with yaw, pitch and roll values measured from
ImpAct orientation.
Figure 4.11 shows the process of orienting the virtual stylus, the circular
shape marks the plane of the screen surface. Figure 4.11-A shows the
application of yaw angle ψ to rotate the virtual stylus about Z axis making
local x and y axis of virtual stylus to be moved to X1 and Y 1 directions
respectively. In Figure 4.11-B, virtual stylus is rotated the pitch angle θ
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Figure 4.11: Rendering Virtual Stylus Orientation.
about the moved y axis Y 1, making the x and z axis of the virtual stylus
to be change to the X2 and Z2 directions. Finally, roll angle ϕ is applied
about the changed X2 axis of the virtual stylus to change y and z axis of
the virtual stylus to be moved towards Y 3 and Z3 directions as shown in
Figure 4.11-C. Figure 4.11-D shows the initial X, Y , and Z directions and
final X3, Y 3 and Z3 after the orientation is completed.
Haptic Feedback
This section describes the design of haptic force feedback mechanism for
ImpAct. It includes design of the physical model to exert a force on user’s
hand, grounding mechanism and affecting parameters for force exertion.
Furthermore, section discuses the forces that can be simulated by ImpAct
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and forces it cannot simulate. Addition to the ImpAct hardware model,
section discusses the software model used to calculate the force exerted by
ImpAct to enable interactions with virtual objects inside the screen.
Force-feedback in ImpAct
Force-feedback display systems require a grounding mechanism to create
the force. Many existing force-feedback systems are grounded[45, 73]. All
the forces simulated are created with respect to the ground and it makes a
final sink to all the forces. ImpAct is designed as a mobile haptic device.
We cannot afford to have a hard link to any grounding entity. However
some sort of grounding is compulsory to exert a force-feedback on user’s
hand. Therefore, we use the display surface as the grounding for ImpAct.
Figure 4.12 demonstrates the mechanism used to exert force on user hands
by ImpAct. As described in Section 4.2.1, moving shaft of the ImpAct
is attached to a DC motor via a rack-pinion type gear mechanism. This
motor can exert a torque τ on the moving shaft, and moving shaft conveys
the force Q along the axis of shaft to the display surface. This force creates
two reactive forces on the touch point of ImpAct and surface, normal force
(N) and friction force (F ). According to Newtons laws, two forces, N and
F should create a resultant force R which is equal to the initial force Q in
magnitude and opposite in the direction (as shown in Figure 4.12) to keep
the equilibrium. This equation is valid true as far as the ImpAct touch
point does not move relative to the screen surface (i.e. no slip). Since the
resultant force R is created backward along the ImpAct axis, user feels this
as a force-feedback.
Surface base grounding system provides the ability to make ImpAct to
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Screen Surface
Q
N
F
R
Τ
α
Figure 4.12: Force-feedback using screen surface as grounding
be a mobile device. However, this comes with few limiting factors to its
operation.
Since the force exerted on the user hand depends on the equilibrium of the
touch point, friction between the ImpAct and the surface is an important
factor for design of force-feedback system. Friction force has a limiting
value, which is governed by the coefficient of friction (µ) between display
surface and ImpAct. Relationship between friction force (F ), force exerted
by ImpAct on the surface (Q) and incident angle of ImpAct to the surface
(α) is related as given in Equation 4.1.
F = µN
N = R cos (α) by force division
N = Q cos (α) Since R=Q
F = µQ cos (α) (4.1)
Since cosine function reaches 0 when subjected angle reaches 90o, it is evi-
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dent that ImpAct has lover strength in giving consistent force to user when
it is at higher incident angles. This is a design limitation we accepted as un-
avoidable in ImpAct and software simulation process for haptic generation
takes this fact into account.
Screen Surface
Moving  Along surface 
is not possible
Moving  relative to the 
Fixed point is possible
Touch Point K Touch Point L
x
z
Figure 4.13: Limitation for moving across display plane
Another limitation of the ImpAct is that it cannot create a dynamic move-
ment across the XY plane, or the display surface plane. By applying force
to the moving shaft of ImpAct will allow it to move relative to a fix point
on the surface, however, it can not move the touch point on the screen,
unless user moves it across. This is shown in Figure 4.13, where, ImpAct
can forcefully move x and y distances relative the point K on the display
surface while it can not move to another point L on the display surface
without user intervention.
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Haptic Model of ImpAct
Given the physical design of ImpAct, it is important to create a haptic
model which can simulate plausible haptic cues for a user’s hand utilizing
its capabilities. As decried earlier in section 4.2.1, its capabilities are limited
to the forces that can be transmuted to users hand along the direction of
its actuation axis(i.e. axis of the cylindrical shaft). In other words, if a
prospective haptic cue does not contain a force component in the direction
of the central axis of ImpAct, then that force cannot be simulate.
Screen Surface
N
Figure 4.14: Perpendicular forces on ImpAct stem.
Figure 4.14 shows an example of such a case. Force exerted on ImpAct by
the object, N , is perpendicular to the force actuation direction of ImpAct.
Only possible haptic detail ImpAct can produce about this object is the
friction between ImpAct stem and the object. However, it could involve
complex analysis to calculate these friction components and torque compo-
nents. Which is beyond the scope of this thesis. Haptic model of ImpAct
described in this document is governed by following basic rules.
1. Only the forces with non-zero component directed along the axis of
actuation of ImpAct are simulated.
2. Friction components and torque components are neglected.
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3. Forces are simulated only if they interfere with the tip of ImpAct
virtual stylus.
As we described earlier, rule 1 is derived because ImpAct is not capable
of interpreting forces, which are perpendicular to ImpAct actuation axis.
Second rule discards the friction components to eliminate complex cal-
culations required and also because the magnitude of friction components
could be negligible compared to force component. Also, previous researches
have shown that many meaningful haptic interactions involves little or no
torque[74].
Screen Surface Screen Surface
A B
Figure 4.15: Haptic and visual model of ImpAct. A: Visual Model,
B:Haptic Model
Furthermore, object interferences on the cylindrical component of the vir-
tual stylus is neglected and only tip is considered as the haptic sensitive
area. This differentiates the visual model and haptic model of ImpAct vir-
tual stylus. This is shown in the Figure 4.15, where (A) shows the visual
model which is rendered inside the screen and (B) shows the model used to
calculate forces from haptics interactions. Dotted lines are not considered
as the surfaces where a force can be act upon. However, this does not
interrupt the direct touch of objects but limits the touch point to the tip
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of the ImpAct.
Calculation of Forces
This section describes the method used to calculate forces to create haptic
interactions with ImpAct. As we describe earlier, only the forces exerted
on the tip of ImpAct is considered for making haptic feedback to the user.
Three different kinds of force exerting surfaces are analysed to create haptic
stimulations. Other complex shapes are not implemented in the current
design. Figure 4.16 shows the three shapes considered to implement in the
current prototype. They are (A) force exerted by a spherical object, (B)
Force generated by a plane surface, (C) Force generated by an edge.
rFobj
r
Fobj
r
Fobj
(A) (B) (C)
ri ri ri
Figure 4.16: Calculating forces for haptic interaction. A: Force exerted by a
spherical object, B: Force generated by a plane surface, C: Force generated
by an edge.
Calculation of forces is done using vector mathematics. Every object im-
plemented inside the virtual world contains a vector indicating the force
excreted by it ~Fobj. In case of a solid object, it will assume a normal force
according to the place of collision or contact. Calculation of the haptic
force is started by the directional vector ~r according to the surface in con-
tact. In case of a spherical object, ~r is the vector from the centre point of
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the sphere to the centre or origin of the half sphere of the virtual stylus.
In case of a planar surface, ~r is the normal vector to the surface. In case
of an edge, ~r is equal to the vector drawn from point of contact between
the colliding edge and stylus surface to the origin of the half sphere of the
virtual stylus. Once the ~r is calculated, it will be normalized to form the
~r0, which is a pure indication of the activation direction of the force on
ImpAct. If the force active on the ImpAct is ~R, then,
|~R| = ~Fobj · ~r0
Since the direction of the force is ~r0,
~R = |~R|~r0
~R = ( ~Fobj · ~r0)~r0 (4.2)
Similarly, since the force should be exerted in the direction of ImpAct axis,
which is indicated by unit vector ~ri (Figure 4.16), if the resultant force
excreted by the ImpAct ram is ~P ,
|~P | = ~R · ~ri
~P = |~R|~ri
~P = {( ~Fobj · ~r0)~r0 · ~ri}~ri eq. 4.2 (4.3)
Vector ~P can be used to send the commands to the DC motor in ImpAct
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to exert the relevant force on the moving shaft, so that user feels the haptic
sensation. Same method is used to calculate responses for elastic impacts
and final velocities for each object after collision. However, other than the
forces, velocity vectors are used.
4.2.2 Haptic Telescope
In this section, we will present the details of the implementation of Haptic
Telescope prototype. We made a hardware prototype to simulate the tactile
sensation on skin along with two software applications to convert visual
contents to haptic information. Figure 4.17 shows the main components
of the design and information flow between them. Each of the individual
components is discussed in the following subsections in detail.
Tactile Actuators and  
HV Amplifier 
Software System 
(PC) Micro Controller 
Serial 
Communication 
Analog 
Communication 
Figure 4.17: Prototype Modular Design
Hardware Implementation
Our hardware prototype includes two main parts; two AM based haptic
simulators (hand modules) and a micro-controller for interfacing with a
host computer. These two parts are implemented as two separate modules,
physically separated entities and connected with communication cables.
Power supply is provided externally to the micro controller module, which
consequently powers the hand modules. Figure 4.18 shows two modules.
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Hand Module Micro Controller Module 
Figure 4.18: Prototype implementation of hand module and the micro
controller unit
Hand Module
Hand module consists of 6 Artificial Muscle pulse actuator devices (AMI
Pulse Module ID-25) as a point actuator array. Two similar (but mirrored)
units are used separately for left and right hand of the user. Each individual
point in the array can be separately controlled with 6 different frequencies
(50Hz, 100Hz and 200Hz as low frequencies and 600Hz, 833Hz and 1kHz
as high frequencies), resulting each array to have 6 spatial points with each
point having 6 different frequency choices.
Hand module dimensions are 13cm × 14cm from top view and it is 4cm
thick at the actuator end and 2cm thick at the other end. It consists of
AM actuators and high voltage amplifiers necessary to power the actuators.
Six actuation points are spread along a straight line, spanning across 8cm.
Spacing between two actuators is 16mm. AMI Pulse Module ID-25’s are
assembled in an overlapping arrangement inside the hand module so that
the spanning length of the array is minimal. Minimizing this length is
important since our goal is to fit all six actuators within the palm span of
the user. Figure 4.19 shows the design of the module arrangement along
with the actual implementation that is embedded in the hand module.
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AM Actuator 
Modules 
Bridging 
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to Surface 
Figure 4.19: Design of the AM module arrangement and actual implemen-
tation
We use artificial muscle as the actuator in Haptic Telescope because of
its wide bandwidth and low settling time. Artificial muscle works from
0 to 4kHz range and in our applications, we only use one fourth of this
bandwidth. More importantly, we use fast switching between on off states
of the actuator and between different frequencies. Artificial Muscle’s low
settling time (comparable with a voice coil) is very important for Haptic
Telescope. As shown in figure 4.20 (a),the AM module we used in Haptic
Telescope has two AM layers closer to top face and bottom face. These AM
layers are connected to a center mass via an elastic connector. When an
electric field is applied, AM layer gets elongated horizontally and contract
vertically (Figure 4.20 - (b)). In AMI Pulse Module ID-25, positive and
negative part of a square wave is used to actuate each layer alternatively
so that the centre mass starts to vibrate along with the connecting rod
(Figure 4.20 - (c)). This is the working mechanism of the actuator.
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Figure 4.20: Artificial Muscle, (a) Anatomy of AM, (b) Actuation mecha-
nism of AM and (c) Arrangement of AMI Pulse Module ID-25
Micro-Controller Module
Actuators are controlled by a micro-controller, which is connected to a host
computer via a serial communication port. Micro controller is responsible
of two functions,
• Interfacing with the host computer,
• Generating frequency components required for AM modules.
In the current setup, we use square wave signal for controlling the AM
modules. High frequency components of the square wave are automatically
filter when applied to the the high voltage amplifiers and to the AM module
itself, thus make no harm.
We use, Arduino Pro Mini 8MHz micro controller module, with 115kHz
baud rate serial communication with the host computer. Output wave
signals are generated with clock interrupts based timing calculations and
digital input output ports.
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Software Implementation
We have made two software prototypes for Haptic Telescope,
• Getting haptic information from a computer graphics (CG) based
virtual world,
• Capturing live video using a camera and creating haptic information.
For the computer graphics based application, we have written a racing game
using Java 3D API, in which users can move through a road with different
speeds, and feel the haptic feedback generated from Haptic Telescope. For
the real-time live application, we analyse live web-cam feed in a PC using
OpenCV computer vision library.
CG Based Racing Game Application
In the CG application, a user can move through a virtual road in a similar
way to driving a car. Haptic Telescope tries to map the visual information
available on the screen such as trees, houses, etc. as haptic information on
user’s palm. Since all the graphics are pre-determined, there is no need to
calculate the haptic information; they are already coupled with the graphic
objects in the CG environment.
In the racing application, we use four distinct visual features as shown in
figure 4.21. Each of those features are denoted by a different frequency in
Haptic Telescope. The frequency map is selected as follows,
This software system is used to conduct the initial evaluation of Haptic
Telescope and more details are discussed in the section 5.1.2.
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Figure 4.21: Software implementation of the CG environment, a screen
shot(above) and four features, a house, a larger building, a tree and some
grass.
Feature Frequency
House 50Hz
Building 100Hz
Tree 600Hz
Grass 833Hz
Table 4.1: Frequency map from CG features to haptics
Real Time Video Analysis Application
In this prototype application, visual cues are acquired by a front facing
camera. Then, Shi and Tomasi algorithm[103] and iterative Lucas-Kanade
method[71] are used to extract optical flow information from sparse features
in the camera video input.
As seen in the figure 4.22, aforementioned algorithms can locate good fea-
tures (such as edges) and calculate there flow across images with time
(denoted in red arrows in the image). We can localize the number of fea-
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Figure 4.22: Screen-shots from real time video analysis software, a road
scene and a street with lot of trees.
ture points and their speed of motion. In the left image, moving cars have
higher speed and few features, where it is denoted from a lower frequency
in the haptic system since it is a distinguishable feature. Higher number
of feature point concentration usually denotes complex features, and their
relative motion is slower, so they are denoted by a higher frequency, which
will eventually perceived as a texture by the user.
4.2.3 GestureWheel
In the translation aspects, not only translation from virtual to real, but the
vice versa is also very important. However, since it is one of the commonly
used phenomena in HCI, it has been widely studied in many different as-
pects. In general computer interfaces such as mouse, pointer and widgets
bases interactions, degree of freedom of the user is naturally restricted by
the devices (mouse only works on its resting plane). However, in inter spa-
tial continuum, other possible translation aspects also has to be considered.
Section 5.1.4 describes how the rotational translation affects user perfor-
mance and preference. These findings are widely applicable in variety of
applications such as gesture based interactive systems, ubiquitous applica-
tions, remote controlling systems, etc. One of the applications we adapted
was to create a multitouch interactive systems based on car steering wheel.
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System is implemented in a car steering wheel and it can detect conven-
tional touch based input such as touching, clicking, dragging with addi-
tional finger hovering detection.
Driving-related activities has been classified into 1) primary tasks, manoeu-
vring (e.g., steering and operating the pedals); 2) secondary tasks, main-
taining safety (e.g., signals, windshield wipers, etc)˙; and 3) tertiary tasks,
other comfort, information, and entertainment functions (e.g. navigation,
audio system, weather control)[30]. Primary target of the implemented
system is to address tertiary tasks.
One of the main advantage of having the input system built into the steering
wheel is, driver does not need to move hands away from the steering wheel
while driving. Previous research has shown that bringing the application
interfaces to the steering wheel can reduce the driver distraction[23, 79, 97].
Section describes the proposed interaction concept, designs and detailed
explanations of implementation. Evaluation scenarios for a steering wheel
based gesture interface.
Implementation
IR proximity sensors are commonly used in many touch applications and
we locked into an IR transceiver based solution from early on[81]. Using
IR in the system has many advantages. To name a few,
1. Easy to embed in custom arrays
2. Wide angle of sensitivity, thus giving a total low number of sensors
3. Able to detect higher levels of hovering
4. Able to detect fingers with gloves
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However, IR technology can also present certain limitations, such as, system
can be susceptible to IR light from other sources (e.g. Sun), there should
be a transparent medium between the sensor and the fingers (at least in
IR range).
We iterated through few trial prototypes initially to understand the feasi-
bility of the system with IR transceivers. In this section we will describe
the three main iterations of the prototype.
First Prototype
Figure 4.23 shows the first prototype. This prototype is implemented to
investigate the plausibility of the IR sensor based approach. 3 by 2 array
of photo-reflectors is used on a game steering wheel handle and few users
were asked to try different gestures. Input from each sensor is recorder to
detect the variation of intensity with interaction.
IR 
Photoreflector 
Array 
Figure 4.23: First prototype
Figure 4.24 shows how input intensity of each sensor is changing with the
interactions. When swinging the finger from right to left, sensors from
right to left makes a unique intensity pattern and when dragging the finger
down intensities shows another pattern. We conducted a wizard of Oz
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type evaluation to study the rotational aspects of the system and results
are present in the section 5.1.4.
Figure 4.24: First prototype sensor intensity with interactions
Second Prototype
Figure 4.25: Second prototype: Left sensor locations in a cross-section,
middle - internal circuit showing sensors, right - sensor embedded steering
wheel
Figure 4.25 shows the implementation of the second prototype. In this
version, we embedded 60 IR photo-reflective sensors configured in a 3 by
20 array on the steering wheel (28cm diameter). Figure 4.25 middle shows
the internal circuitry showing one layer of the array. And the right of the
image shows the final prototype, which is printed using a 3D printer and
textured with felt. This prototype is primarily used to check the physical
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configuration of the system. For example, we were eager to learn how
well the sensor placement will fit user hands, how well we can capture the
gestures and so on.
In this prototype, we learnt that the bottom sensors are too far away to
be touched and users tend to miss them most of the time. Furthermore,
distance between two sensor layers were too far and while performing ges-
tures such as a swipe with the thumb, most likely only one layer of sensors
were affected. As per the electronics, we used an on board analog to digi-
tal converter with an SPI interface to communicate with the main micro-
controller. However, due to higher number of connections and high rate of
data transfer, system was affected by noise resulting occasional instability.
We used the knowledge from second prototype to build the third prototype.
Third Prototype
Figure 4.26: Third prototype: Left sensor locations in a cross-section, mid-
dle - internal circuit showing sensors, right - sensor embedded steering
wheel
In this prototype, we wanted to overcome the limitations and faults we
encountered in the first prototype. In order to improve the reach for sensors,
we increased the number of sensor per layer (circuit) from 3 to 4 and
increased the number of layers from 20 to 30 while maintaining the same
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dimensions (28cm diameter) for the handle. Figure 4.26 shows how sensors
are located in a cross-section and the final steering wheel (3D printed and
textured with felt). Since the high density of sensors, current prototype
has much higher number of sensor actuations per single gesture. Therefore
processing and activity extraction can made more reliable.
Furthermore figure 4.27 shows the internal architecture and the connectiv-
ity of the system. We used an on board local micro controller capable of
analog to digital conversion in each layer. All the noise cancellation and
stabilisation functions were carried out in the local micro-controller and
processed data is sent to the central micro-controller via I2C 2 wire digital
interface reducing the number of wires necessary. With this configuration
we mange to avoid almost all the noise content presented in the previous
version and system works in a stable manner.
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  Micro	  
Controller	  
Local	  
Microcontroller	  
IR	   IR	   IR	   IR	  
A/D	  
I2C	  
Local	  
Microcontroller	  
IR	   IR	   IR	   IR	  
A/D	  
I2C	  
Local	  
Microcontroller	  
IR	   IR	   IR	   IR	  
A/D	  
I2C	  
Module 1 Module 2 Module N 
SCL 
SDA 
Figure 4.27: Third prototype: Internal electronic architecture
Gesture Detection
Gesture detection is carried out in a computer using a C++ application.
Application receives sensor data via a serial communication channel and
analyse the sensor intensity and background noise to find finger interaction.
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According to our goals, following gestures should have to be identified.
1. Detect multiple touch input with respective locations
2. Detect hovering of fingers to reasonable distance from the surface
with the distance information
3. Detect above mentioned parameters at a significant speed maintain-
ing a consistent accuracy
In our implementation we can detect multiple fingers concurrently along
with distance information up to 3cm, which is adequate to detect finger
hovering. Our system updates at a rate of 50Hz giving enough speed to
identify fast gestures.
Interactions
As shown in figure 4.28, system can identify, flick (swipe) gestures, drag
and click (hover) on the steering wheel.
Figure 4.28: Basic gestures on steering wheel using thumb
Above mentioned interactions are derived from the affordances of thumb.
However, in our studies and application we understood that combination
of thumb with index finger is the best way to interact with the system. For
an example, figure 4.29 left shows how index finger can be used in tapping
the below surface of the steering wheel.
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Figure 4.29: Tapping with index (left), combine gesture sequences for
meaningful metaphors (middle). Screen shot of music app (right)
Furthermore, now we are planning to combine gestures to make complex
interaction scenarios, such as controlling volume by squeezing the steering
wheel as shown in figure 4.29 middle. This sort of gestures can be cate-
gorised as “symbolic” or “physical” gestures, since they mimic a symbolic
action on a physical device[132].
As a demo application we developed a gesture based navigation system for
an audio library (figure 4.29 right). We use text to show artist and song
information in the screen, user can browse through songs and artists using
flicking of thumb and select a song or and artist by clicking with index
finger.
4.2.4 Summary of Continuum in Mini Scale
In mini scale, extension of spaces is slightly larger than that of micro scale.
Therefore, perceptual illusions alone would not satisfy a continuum. There-
fore, ImpAct use additional stimulations (force feedback) along with SPR
based optical illusion of through surface interaction. This works in a com-
plimentary manner to each strategy, combining, transition and translation
together.
Whereas, Gesture Wheel solely depends on translation to convert real world
to virtual world extension using the most effective translation mechanism,
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it is important to notice, translation allows interface to be scaled efficiently
than transition.
4.3 Inter Spatial Continuum in Macro
Scale
This section focus on implementation of inter spatial continuum in macro
scale. Macro scale is defined as interactivity that submerges a user or
multiple users within the interaction space.
4.3.1 Ripple Touch
Haptic interfaces play an important role in modern human computer inter-
action. From simple vibrations of a mobile phone to a complex rendering
of cutaneous and kinesthetic feedback in teleoperating robots, haptic inter-
faces helps to make interactions with devices more intuitive and expressive.
Haptics are primarily divided into two fields according to the nature they
are sensed by humans. Cutaneous (vibro tactile) which can be felt through
the skin and kinesthetic (force feedback) which are understood through the
motion and pressure perceived through sensors in muscles and tendons. In
this paper we primarily focus on cutaneous or vibra-tactile devices.
Vibro-tactile haptic cues are s received through the mechanoreceptors on
the skin. Being the largest organ of the human body, skin provides a mul-
titude of possibilities and space to design haptic interfaces. Different parts
of the skin carry different characteristics of sensitivity to haptic cues. And
researchers are continuously discover different ways to enhance the haptic
interfaces of modern machines. Given the largeness of the sensing area,
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different methods are used to utilize the skin. Commonly used tactic is to
concentrate the actuators on the most sensitive areas of the skin so that
high information rates can be achieved. Another technique is to utilize
inherent phenomenon of the human sensing system, such as perceptive il-
lusions, Phantom sensation[1], Apparent motion[15] and so on to synthesize
more information which are physically impossible.
With cutaneous sensation, skin being in contact with the actuators is the
general case except for few special types of actuation techniques such as
in [48]. In this paper we introduce a low-resolution haptic interface, which
utilizes low frequency acoustic wave propagation properties of human body
to stimulate much father away places of human body from the actual con-
tact point to the actuator. Proposed system uses a dual tone, amplitude
modulated low frequency acoustic waves to match the resonance frequency
of the different parts of the body so that user perceive a cutaneous sen-
sation on different respective areas. This system can considerably reduce
the complexity of designing a haptic system because of the low number
of actuators (in this case two). When the number of actuators is high,
hardware system itself presents a challenge in both designing and appli-
cation. Furthermore, simulation of haptic information can also present a
challenge when the number of actuators are high and need special drivers
and complex circuitry.
Presented system uses four speakers in works in the base range grouped two
actuators together so that it can be drive through a simple stereo audio
interface. Since only two signals are used, complexity and connectivity of
the hardware system is simple and the software implementation also fairly
simple. In the current prototype, speakers are mounted on a bench and
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Figure 4.30: Analogy of human body as cascading filter set for acoustics
users sit on it. According to the frequency combinations and modulation
parameters, users can feel vibro tactile sensation in different parts of their
body such as, face, head, neck, chest, back and stomach. Since the actua-
tion system has very abstract areas of actuation, we call it a low-resolution
haptic device. However, it has the advantage of being able to activate wide
variety of areas of body without having to wear multiple sensors or complex
actuation systems.
Concept
As any other object, human body can act as a transmission line for acoustic
waves. Certain acoustic frequencies (wavelengths) pass through our body
and some get absorbed (filtered). This absorbed energy is used in vibra-
tions of our body tissues, bones and organs. Since different tissues, bone
fragments and organs has different physical properties respective resonant
frequencies are different from each other. Goal of Haptic Ripple is to under-
stand and classify the acoustic frequencies that can distinguishable vibrate
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separate parts of the human body.
Second important factor to consider is the standing waves. In acoustic
wave propagation, standing waves occur when two opposite traveling wave
components get added together. In the case id proposed system, acoustic
waves are reflected back at the top of the users head creating two opposite
traveling waves. Combination of two waves can generate the standing or
stationary wave conditions.
Carrier Freq. fc.
Amplitude
Modulator
Amplitude
Modulator
Signal Freq. fs
Phase shift θ
Phase shifter Left out
Right out
Figure 4.31: Audio synthesizer block diagram
Initial explorations are conducted with the authors as users to understand
plausible set of frequencies and other parameters, which are important to
simulate resonant on human body. As a result, we could narrow down the
effective range of signal frequencies (fs) for the vibration output as 1 to 20
Hz. However, these frequencies are out of the bandwidth of the general-
purpose audio equipment. Therefore, we used a amplitude modulation
scheme with carrier frequency (fc) ranging from 30 to 90Hz. All the waves
are sinusoidal waves. Figure 4.31 shows the block diagram of the audio
synthesis system. A phase shifter is used in one channel to study the
effects of relative phase changes between two sides of the body.
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Figure 4.32: Connection Diagram from PC to Actuators
4 Base actuators 
Wooden Seat 
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Figure 4.33: Prototype of the full body haptic interface. Actuator place-
ment and bench design (left). Real prototype (midle). A user sitting (right)
Prototype
In order to evaluate the possibility of making an acoustic resonant based
haptic interface, we implemented a prototype system to simulate low fre-
quency acoustic waves on a bench surface. A user can sit on the surface
and we can evaluate the effects of the acoustic waves and possibility of
a haptic interface device. Figure 4.33 shows the design of the prototype.
Bench surface and legs are made from plywood. A damping layer is in-
troduced between the surface and the legs to prevent acoustic energy loss
through legs. In the current prototype, bench surface is kept flat and rigid
to make the contact between the user and the surface to optimal for acous-
tic wave traversal. However, using a soft material on the top only has minor
attenuation.
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As the acoustic actuator, four Aura AST-2B-04 (4 Ohm, 50W ) base shakers
are used. In order to drive the shakers BOSS 4 channel power amplifier
(1200 VI) is used in the system. Stereo out put from a MacBookAir is
used to drive the power amplifier. Stereo output is split into 4 lines, and
4 actuators are driven so that left channel of the stereo output from PC
is mapped to the left side two actuators of the user. A puredata sketch is
used to drive the actuators from PC as shown in figure 4.32.
stcontriball
4.3.2 Summary of Continuum in Macro Scale
In macro scale, interface should be able to scale beyond that of mini scales.
Therefore, actual distance between the border and the user will be larger.
This makes it very difficult to achieve transitional interfaces at macro scale.
Therefore, Ripple Touch utilizes projection and translation as the primary
strategies. Projection inherently is highly scalable. However, projecting
from one modality to other also use translation to coordinate between
modalities since different modalities have different coordinate systems in
perception.
4.4 Contribution from Strategies to
Projects
Table 4.2 shows the design parameters selected in the design choice stage
in individual projects. Under the direction, mutual represents interfaces,
which are continuing both virtual to real and real to virtual.
Table 4.3 shows how different strategies contributed to each of the projects.
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  Design	  Parameters	  
	  
	  	  	  	  	  Project	  	  	  	  	  	  
Direc&on	   Modality	   Scale	  
Parallax	  Based	  Pseudo	  Hap&cs	   Mutual	   Visual	  Hap&c	   Micro	  
Ghost	  Finger	   Mutual	   Visual	  Hap&cs	   Micro	  
ImpAct	   Mutual	  
Visual	  
Hap&c	  
Auditory	  
Micro/Mini	  
Gesture	  Wheel	   Real	  to	  Virtual	   Visual	  Hap&cs	  (Motor	  func&on)	   Mini	  
Hap&c	  Telescope	   Virtual	  to	  Real	   Visual	  Hap&cs	   Mini	  
Ripple	  Touch	   Virtual	  to	  Physical	   Visual	  Hap&cs	   Macro	  
Table 4.2: Design parameters used by each project
It is clear, with the scale getting higher, contribution of transition as a strat-
egy get lower while projection contributes primarily. This reflects some of
the aspects discussed previously under the summary of each scale, specially
section 4.3.2.
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  Strategy	  
	  
	  	  	  	  	  Project	  	  	  	  	  	  
Transi'on	   Transla'on	   Projec'on	  
Parallax	  Based	  Pseudo	  Hap'cs	   Major	   None	   None	  
Ghost	  Finger	   Major	   None	   None	  
ImpAct	   Major	   Medium	   Medium	  
Gesture	  Wheel	   None	   Major	   Minor	  
Hap'c	  Telescope	   None	   Major	   Minor	  
Ripple	  Touch	   None	   Minor	   Major	  
Table 4.3: “Level of contribution” matrix from strategy to projects
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This chapter describes the evaluation of individual projects and the final
concept of the thesis. Chapter is divided into two sections. First section
describes the technical evaluation conducted through different projects and
individual conclusions and findings. Second section describes the evaluation
of crossmodal effects on dynamic target selection, and how auditory and
haptic stimulations are contributing to performance. This study is the
primary research contribution of the thesis.
5.1 Evaluation of Individual Projects
This section will focus on the evaluations conducted to study the validity
of individual projects. It comprises of both technical and user experience
studies. Some of the study results are only relevant to the individual project
however some others has implication towards the total concept and final
experiment design.
5.1.1 Technical Evaluation of ImpAct
We conducted a study to evaluate the accuracy and operability of ImpAct.
Intention of this evaluation is to find how well a user can control the device.
We will examine the accuracy of orientation measurements and span length
(z axis controllability) of ImpAct when a user is asked to achieve a given
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orientation and depth on the visual display. However, we will not measure
the accuracy of X,Y dimensions since they are calculated using the existing
touch technologies and independent of ImpAct measurements.
Evaluation Setup
Table
Viewing angle and position
Head rest
Display Surface
Figure 5.1: Evaluation setup showing configuration of a head rest to create
a consistent viewing angle for the users
This section describes the evaluation tasks and procedures along with the
user groups selected for evaluation. User study software equipped tablet
PC was placed on a table and users were given a chair to sit. Additional,
since the projected graphics can be changed according to the viewing angle
(perspective angle of 3D graphics) a head rest is given to users so that
all the users will look into the display from the same position. This chin
supporter helps them to keep their head steady at the OpenGL projection
camera position so that the user can properly see the rendered scene. And
also, users are able to rest their hands on the table between experiments.
Figure 5.1 shows the configuration of the head rest to crate a consistent
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viewing angle for the users.
Users
We evaluated the system with 13 (3 female) voluntary participants with
mean age of 29.5 (min 22, max 47) years. All the participants were college
students (no relationship to the project) and everyday computer users.
10 out of 13 students have had considerable amount of experiences with
3D computer graphics applications and others has little experience in the
field. None of the participants were used ImpAct prior to this evaluation
and given a basic introduction the operation of ImpAct prior to the study.
Evaluation took approximately 10 minutes per person and participants were
given some snacks and refreshments as gratitude. After the completion of
all the tests, the conductor did a small verbal discussion with the study
subjects. In this discussion, users were asked to give their feedback and
suggestion for ImpAct.
Tasks and Procedure
We conducted 3 tests with each user. Three tests are,
1. Calculate involuntary errors of ImpAct.
2. Calculate orientation errors of ImpAct .
3. Calculate z axis control errors of ImpAct.
Calculate involuntary errors
Involuntary errors are the errors occur in measurements without the knowl-
edge of user. For an example, system could trigger a change in span length
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of ImpAct while user did not intentionally push or release it. And also
system could measure a change in orientation while user believes he/she is
holding the ImpAct steady at the same orientation. In this test, users were
asked to push and hold ImpAct steady for 5s time period on the screen.
No visual feedbacks were provided what so ever. 10 iterations of angu-
lar and radial variables are recorded during this time period to calculate
involuntary errors of the system. 130 iterations were recorded for all 13
users.
Calculate orientation errors
In this test, we are calculating angular errors occur in the system when a
user tries to orient ImpAct according to a given visual guide.
(A) (B)
Positive 
Roll Angle
Figure 5.2: Orientation test. (A) concept of the test application, (B) actual
guide shown in the display to align ImpAct
Figure 5.2 shows a sketch of the task and the actual guide shown to the
user on the screen. Once a user become confident that the physical and
projected stylus is aligned with the guide, they were ask to press a button
on the keyboard (space bar) using the other hand to confirm the test.
Guide is placed according to a randomly selected roll values between ±30o
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with steps of 5o excluding the angle 0o. Since the same technology is used,
without loss of generality, we only conducted the angular accuracy for roll
angles. However, we are hoping to conduct a proper study for pitch angle
in future. In this test, per user, 40 iterations are carried out. At each
iteration user’s alignment angles, guide angles and the time to complete is
recorded. Total of 520 iterations were recorded for all 13 users.
Calculate z axis control errors
This test is design to evaluate the controllability of ImpAct in the z axis
direction by changing its length. Users were given a 3D slider with a
highlighted block in it as shown in Figure 5.3 and ask them to locate the
end of the rendered stylus within the highlighted area.
1
2
3
4
5
(A) (B)
Figure 5.3: z axis control test. (A) concept of the test application, (B)
actual guide with highlighted block shown in the display
Test was conducted with 4, 6, 8 and 10 levels per slider and highlighted
block was randomly selected. Per each different level, one user was carried
out 10 tests, summing to 40 iterations per user and 520 iterations for all
13 users. At each iteration, difference from tip of the projected stylus to
middle of the highlighted area is recorded as the radial error in controlling
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the span length.
Results of the first test
From the first test, we calculated the involuntary errors in the measure-
ments of ImpAct. Average error of yaw, pitch and roll are 0.11o, 0.22o and
0.35o respectively with standard deviation 1.33, 0.63 and 0.53. Error of the
calculated span length is 0.37mm with standard deviation 0.177.
Results of the second test
Average completion time for each iteration of the second test was 4.9 sec-
onds. From the total of the 520 iterations, we calculate the average of
absolute angular error from the guide roll to the measured ImpAct roll.
Average error was 5.6o with a standard deviation of 6.2. Full span of roll
angle is ±90o from the z axis of the display. Compared to the full span,
error is 3.1%.
We further analysed the results to find out existence of any relationship
between roll angle and the error in roll. Figure 5.4 shows the variation of
average absolute error against the roll angle used in guide. According to
the graph, we can see the pattern that higher the deviation from the z axis
higher the accuracy. And also we can see that when the guide roll value is
negative (i.e. guide is tilted inward the user), orientation has much better
accuracy than when it is positive.
Results of the third test
Average completion time for third test was 4.46 seconds. We found that
the average error of the span length to the actual highlighted area of the
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Figure 5.4: Average roll error against the roll angle.
given guide is 1.47cm with 0.75cm standard deviation. This is a 29.7% of
error compared to the full span of ImpAct, 5cm. And also, we noted 98%
of the time the error made is negative. This means user pushed beyond the
required target length.
5.1.2 Evaluation of Haptic Telescope
Main goal of the evaluation of Haptic Telescope interfaces to derive trans-
fer function between different modalities. We plan to investigate transfer
functions for digital to physical and physical to digital interfaces between
haptic and visual modality. Since haptic modality is always physical in
human perception and motor actuation, we evaluate the translation from
visual data in digital space to haptic data in physical space and motor
actions in physical space to visual activity in digital space.
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Figure 5.5: Proposed Transfer Function for Haptic Telescope
In Haptic Telescope, as shown in figure 5.5, motion of visual field is eval-
uated against a haptic actuator array, which is mapped using a non-linear
transfer function. Goal of the evaluation is to find the optimal transfer
function to convert linear motion data to linear cutaneous haptic data.
Furthermore, figure 5.5 only shows one axis of the Cartesian coordinate
space. It is vital to evaluate how perception differ in other axes and derive
optimal transfer function for each axes. Goal of our study is to investigate
how changes in spatial location and axis would affect the transfer function
from visual to haptic conversion. Transfer function, direction, and scale of
the extended interface will be independent variables and qualitative data
will be collected to evaluate the significance of each variable and conclude
the most effective transfer function.
Transfer Functions
Figure 5.5 shows the model used to make the transfer function. In the vir-
tual scene, imaginary sensor locations are place along the z axis (S1, S2, ..., Si),
with relative distance between first sensor point (S0) and subsequent ones
are denoted as d1, d2, ..., di. These sensors represent a trigger point in the
virtual space for each actuator i (i ∈ [1, 6]). Since the actuators are equally
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displaced on the actuator array, virtual sensor locations (i.e. di) are used
to manipulate the transfer function. Therefore, distance from first sensor
to sensor i, di, can be written as,
di = f(i) (5.1)
In equation 5.1, f(i) represents the transfer function of the virtual sensors
to real actuators. Two choices were made, 1) a linear function and 2) ex-
ponential function. Exponential function was selected to fit the projection
of visual angles on user eye.
di = ki (5.2)
di = h tan(α + iθ) (5.3)
Equation 5.2 shows the linear function, where constant k is selected ac-
cording to the users distance from screen and perspective settings of the
3D rendering system. Equation 5.3 is the exponential function which fits
the actual optical flow projection of the 3D scene, as shown in figure 5.5.
In exponential function, h, α and θ are constants selected according to the
user position.
Experimental Setup
In order to understand the effectiveness of Haptic Telescope prototype bet-
ter, we conducted a brief evaluation of the system with the CG software
application. We asked five(5) students from university to try Haptic Tele-
scope with racing drive application. We presented them with different
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Figure 5.6: Screen-shots from two models used to map haptic information,
left - proportional, right - exponential.
configurations in the software system and finally asked them to fill out a
small questionnaire. Furthermore, we recorded their qualitative feedback
and comments during and after the experiment.
In the experiment, we first recorded demographical data such as age and
sex, and then explained our goals to subjects. We used wording similar
to “we want to implement a haptic system which can enhance the motion
perception” to explain our goals. However, we refrained from revealing
exact details to subjects, such as, how frequency is mapped to each sensor
according to features.
We asked each user to experience Haptic Telescope under different config-
urations as below,
• Proportional haptic feedback with no visual indications
• Proportional haptic feedback with visual indications on road
• Exponential haptic feedback with visual indications on road
Second and third visual systems are shown in figure 5.6. All the above
conditions were tried under different speed conditions (slow, medium and
fast) for approximately 3 minutes per each condition. While the experiment
is progressing, experimenter recorded subject’s oral feedback continuously.
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After the experiment, subjects were asked to answer a series of questions.
Some of them are yes, no, no effect answers, while others were answered in
a Likert scale with five Likert items. Questionnaire is as follows,
1. Did you feel the haptic feedback motion?
(Not at all) 1 2 3 4 5 (Yes, Very well)
2. Did you feel difference for buildings and trees?
(Not at all) 1 2 3 4 5 (Yes, Very well)
3. Which makes good relation to motion, moving fast or slow?
1. Slow 2. Fast 3. No difference
4. Which makes good relation to motion, with marks or without marks?
1. With 2. Without 3. No difference
5. Which makes good relation to motion, with proportional or exponen-
tial?
1. Proportional 2. Exponential 3. No difference
After the experiment, experimenter and subjects discussed about different
aspects of the concept and prototype, its possibility to be a product, its
weaknesses and strengths, etc., and experimenter recorded the feedback.
Results
For the first two questions, Likert scale answers can be summarized in
terms of average and standard deviation. For the question “Did you feel
the haptic feedback motion?”, average answer was 4.8 (with σ = 0.45).
Except for one user ranking 4, all others ranked the system to give clear
motion indications on haptic system. For the second question, “Did you
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feel difference for buildings and trees?”, average was 3.8 (with σ = 0.84).
One subject ranked 5, two ranked 4, and other two ranked 3. Still, more
than half subjects gave positive feedback. However, subjects who ranked
3 gave positive comments in later discussion, which are mentioned in the
discussion section (Section 6.2.2).
0 
1 
2 
3 
Fast Slow No Difference 
Which makes good relation to motion, moving fast or slow? 
0 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
With Without no Difference 
Which makes good relation to motion, with marks or without 
marks? 
Figure 5.7: Evaluation results for question number 3 (left) and 4 (right).
As shown in figure 5.7 left, “Which makes good relation to motion, mov-
ing fast or slow?” question can not be answered, and results seems to be
inconclusive. However, for the fourth question, answer is very well clear
that, with marks perception is easier. However, just by the results it is
hard to conclude the answer since many subjects gave interesting feedback
regarding the markers, which are discussed in the discussion section.
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Exponential Proportional No Difference 
Which makes good relation to motion, with proportional or 
exponential? 
Figure 5.8: Evaluation results for question number 3.
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Figure 5.8 shows the answers to question number 5, “Which makes good re-
lation to motion, with proportional or exponential?”. Answers significantly
suggest that exponential method is much more effective than proportional
method. More user feedback and explanation are listed in the discussion
section.
5.1.3 Technical Evaluation of Ripple Touch
Figure 5.9: Ripple Touch Evaluation: User point sensation location
First, we plan to evaluate the Ripple Touch system and its effectiveness
in creating a full body haptic display. Which includes understanding the
variables that affects the performance. For an example, user demographics
such as weight, built, and height, system specific variables such as damping,
contact point impedance, and so on. Then, creating a generalized synthe-
sizer to make proper audio signals to generate full body haptic simulation.
This evaluation will be a technical evaluation and the result will contribute
to create the ripple touch technology.
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Usability evaluation of the projection interface will result in qualitative data
about the experience measures, such as effectiveness, quality, and comfort
of the ripple touch system. We plan to evaluate the system characteristics
against, activation location, haptic animations (transition of haptic actua-
tion point) and cross modal effect (such as projecting visual images on the
body along with haptic simulations). Results will contribute to understand
the effectiveness of low-resolution haptics systems, their effectiveness and
implication of cross modal effects in user perception.
We conducted a basic technical evaluation of Ripple Touch system to in-
vestigate the proper frequency characteristics for amplitude modulation
system to generate distinguishable haptic sensation in human body. As de-
scribed before, amplitude modulation system uses two frequencies, signal
frequency (fs) and carrier frequency (fc). An elected set of fs and fc pairs
were used on the Ripple Touch bench system in the experiment.
Users
Total of eight users (three female) participated in the experiment. Height
and weight of the students were recorded to understand their effects on the
system. All the subjects were student volunteers’ age ranging from 22 years
to 26 years (m = 23.6, σ = 1.3). For control purposes, body mass index
(BMI) of the users are kept closely similar at average 20.21 (σ = 1.23).
Experiment Setup
Figure 5.9 shows user pointing the location of touch, four different location
information were collected. Namely, Head, Neck, Chest and Stomach. Ad-
dition to the figure 5.9, users were given a noise cancellation head phone
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creating white noise to eliminate the auditory effects.
Six different signal frequency values (1Hz, 3Hz, 5Hz, 15Hz, 17Hz and 19Hz)
with six different carrier frequencies (30Hz, 40Hz, 50Hz, 70Hz, 80Hz and
90Hz) were used creating 36 frequency pairs. Each frequency pair is re-
peated 4 iterations giving 144 total iterations per user. Single user spent
45 minutes in the experiment. For all 8 users, 1152 iterations of data was
recorded. Recorded data contains the controlled input (frequency pair)
along with user response (Head, Neck, etc.).
Results
Collected data were processed and organized in a way a histogram can be
created with location selection counts for each frequency pair. Using this
data suitable frequency pairs were extracted.
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Figure 5.10: Ripple Touch low carrier frequency effect
Low Carrier Frequency Effect In the results, a clear effect of low
carrier frequency is visible. Irrespective of the signal frequency, when the
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carrier is 30Hz, user feels the sensation in the head. Figure 5.10 shows the
percentage of location selection against the frequency pairs. It is apparent
that low carrier frequency simulate the head area and users can differentiate
the stimulation clearly.
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Figure 5.11: Best Fitting Frequency Pair for Chest
Frequency Pair for Chest According to the results, best fitting fre-
quency pair to stimulate chest area is carrier frequency 80Hz and signal
frequency 15Hz. Figure 5.11 shows the selection percentage of the afore-
mentioned frequency pair.
Frequency Pair for Stomach According to the results, best fitting
frequency pair to stimulate stomach area is carrier frequency 90Hz and
signal frequency 1Hz. Figure 5.12 shows the selection percentage of the
aforementioned frequency pair.
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Figure 5.12: Best Fitting Frequency Pair for Stomach
5.1.4 Additional Evaluation of Rotational Transition
Our main goal in the evaluation is to understand the rotational aspects of
the steering wheel gesture interaction. Since our system works on the while
steering wheel, according to the location of the grip on the steering wheel,
posture, direction and freedom of finger movement changes. In an actual
driving scenario, hand needs to be moved from one location to another
location to turn the steering wheel. Also, different drivers prefer different
grip positions and postures according to their comfort.
We conducted two studies, first a pilot study to evaluate user preference
in a qualitative manner. Second study is to evaluate the system with
quantitative variables to estimate the stability of the system.
Pilot Study
Pilot study is conducted with the first prototype and results are discussed
briefly in this document.
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Experiment Method
Experiment was conducted to investigate if rotation of the steering wheel
will affect the direction of flicking on a graphical user interface. Thrust-
master steering wheel is used along with a GUI application, which shows
a target selection task on a 2D menu. Figure 5.13 shows the menu design.
Target is shown in orange and the cursor is show in blue. Users can flick
and drag finger along the steering wheel to move the cursor around and
select the target cell.
Figure 5.13: Menu design of the pilot study
We used two mapping techniques, direct mapping and rotational mapping.
In direct mapping, rotation of the steering wheel is ignored and when user
flick there finger across the steering wheel outward from centre, cursor
moves right irrespective of the location of the hand. Dragging makes cursor
move up and down. In rotational mapping, when the hand is positioned at
the side of the steering wheel, flicking makes cursor moves left and right,
and when the steering wheel is rotated and hand is on the top, flicking
makes cursor moved up and down. Therefore, with the rotation, cursor
control is mapped to the direction of the finger motions. Wizard of oz type
within subject study is conducted to understand which mapping is preferred
among subjects. Participants were six student volunteers (age range from
21 t0 31, average 24), all had experience in driving. Six subjects are divided
into two groups, first group use the system in direct mapping first, then
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moved to rotational mapping, and second group vice versa.
Users were asked 5 questions and answers were recorded in a 7 level Likert
scale from 1 to 7, where 7 being the agreement with the question.
Questions
1. Is direct mapping natural?
2. Is rotation mapping natural?
3. When you turn the wheel did direct map confused you?
4. When you turn the wheel did rotational map confused you?
5. Which would you prefer?
Results
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Figure 5.14: User study results for pilot study
Figure 5.14 shows the average results of the pilot study. According to the
graph, users find rotation mapping to be more natural and less confusing.
However, the study setup is very rudimentary and thus the results could
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be affected by many other factors. However, this study confirms that rota-
tional aspects play a critical importance in the steering wheel interaction.
Furthermore, as answers to the 5th question, 4 out of six users preferred
rotational mapping.
Quantitative User Study
Since we investigated and confirm the importance of rotational aspects of
the gesture interactions on steering wheel in the pilot study, our goal for
the second study is to evaluate the rotational aspects quantitatively with
respective to each other. And furthermore, evaluate different methods of
rotational configurations. At first our plan was to study the system with a
standard Lane Change Task (LCT) [97] in a driving simulator 1. However,
in a trial run, we realise, with frequent turning of the steering wheel, it is
difficult and unreliable to study the rotational factors in a driving simulator.
Therefore, we decided to evaluate the effect of rotation of steering wheel
with a simple target selection menu design with 3 different interpretation
of rotations.
Perceptive Spaces of Rotation
In order to conduct the study, we considered two separate spaces of rotation
with respective to a user. First is the rotation in motor space, second is
the rotation in visual space. These two spaces can be used to understand
which aspects of the system should be rotated according to the position of
the hand or rotation of the steering wheel.
1VDrift http://vdrift.net
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Motor Space Rotation - In the motor space rotation, visual space
stays constant, and the user actions on motor space is interpreted with the
proper rotation reference to visual space. Figure 5.15 shows how the motor
space rotation is can be implemented in a menu system. As show in the
figure, when there is a rotation in the physical domain (motor domain of
the user) this rotation is embedded in to the actions on the visual domain
(cursor direction changes).
User Action 
Cursor 
movement 
User Action 
Cursor 
movement 
Rotation 
Figure 5.15: Representation of motor space rotation in reference to visual
space
Visual Space Rotation - In the visual space rotation, visual space
rotates according to the rotations in the motor space of the user, making
there is no relative difference in orientation. Figure 5.16 shows how the
menu rotates according to the rotation of the steering wheel. Now, it is im-
portant to note here that the meaning of motor domain interaction remains
the same irrespective of location. For example, and outward flick on the
steering wheel move the cursor towards right in the menu, however since
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the menu is rotated one could find it difficult to understand the difference
between two domains.
User Action 
Cursor 
movement 
User Action 
Cursor 
movement 
Rotation Rotation 
Figure 5.16: Representation of visual space rotation reference to motor
space
Experimental Setup
We setup the steering wheel system along with a computer display on a
desk and user sat in-front of the desk directly facing the display. And a
3 by 3 square menu design with numbered menu items were shown in the
screen. Cursor (green) is always in the centre and the target menu item is
highlighted in blue (figure 5.17). The menu is designed so that it can rotate
about its centre when it is necessary. Design of the menu is kept simple to
control other variables (such as menu depth, menu content) affecting the
experiment.
In this experiment only flick and drag gestures are used as the input. Three
methods of rotational designs were considered.
1. Target selection without any compensation for the rotation
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Figure 5.17: Menu design for the final study
Figure 5.18: Different steps in evaluation process
2. Motor space rotation on static visual space
3. Visual space rotation
Above-mentioned rotation designed modes are here after referred as Ro-
tation Ignored (RI), Motor Rotation (MR) and Visual Rotation (VR) for
ease of representation. No rotation category is included as a reference or
grounding method. Each mode was evaluated in two different angular po-
sition, side hand position and top hand position (Figure 5.19) and four
directions of menu selections (to menu targets 1, 2, 3 and 4 in figure 5.17).
Each location is repeated 4 iterations. Design follows a 3 by 2 by 4 fac-
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a.  b.  
Figure 5.19: Two hand positions a) Top hand position, b) Side hand posi-
tion
torial design. 8 voluntary subjects participated in the study (2 female)
ages ranging from 23 to 31 (average 25.8) years. Order of experiment was
randomised to remove bias. All the users are given trials to get familiar
with the interface and with an introduction to the operation of each mode.
Results
Time Consumption against Hand Position
In the experiment, users were presented with a target, which can be achieved
with one flick, a rotation value to the steering wheel. We recorded the num-
ber of errors (how many gestures more than one a user need to achieve the
target) and the time consumed to hit the target (time consumed from the
moment the target is highlighted to the moment of completion of moving
cursor to target cell in milliseconds).
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Figure 5.20: Time Consumption against Hand Position (σ = 340.6, 2335.3,
416.4, 1849.4, 768.8, 1086.5)
Time Consumption against Mode of Rotation
As shown in the figure 5.20, irrespective of the mode, longer time is spent
on the selection of a target when the hand is on the top position of the
steering wheel. A paired t-test on the datasets reveal time consumptions
are statistically significant for all threes RI, MR, VR respectively with p
values 0.0003, 0.006, 0.02 (DOF = 62, >= 98 %). However, when going
toward VR, we can see delay levels are becoming less and less significant
rapidly.
When we plot the time consumption to achieve the target against the mode
of rotation, it appears both MR and VR modes perform better than RI.
But paired t-test analysis on datasets (DOF = 126) reveals that there is
no statistical significance between RI to MR (p = 0.066), but there is
significant difference from RI to VR (p = 0.035). Furthermore, there is
no statistical significance between MR and VR (p = 0.286). Therefore, a
statistically proven advantage lies in using the VR method according to
all the data collected during experiment. Furthermore, if plot the data
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Figure 5.21: Time Consumption against Mode of Rotation (σ = 1833.9,
1395.7, 964.0)
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Figure 5.22: Time Consumption against Mode of Rotation at top hand
position data (σ = 2335.3 1849.4 1086.5)
collected during the trials where user’s hand was placed on top (rotated
position), we can see in figure 5.22 that, fairly high advantages in both MR
and VR method exist. In this case using paired t-test values we can see
that both MR and VR methods are statistically significant compared to RI
in a 95 % confidence (p = 0.05 and p = 0.01 respectively). But still, VR
method seems to be most suitable.
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Error Rates
When analysed the data, we found that error rate is nearly zero for all the
users with average 0.08 (σ = 0.52). We believe this is because of users
took longer times and try to perform the gestures as accurately as possible.
Even the few existing errors can be attributed to machine faults. So, in
the evaluation process, our main focus is on the time consumption.
User Preference
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Figure 5.23: User Preference
After each experiment session, users were asked which method they pre-
ferred or find easy to operate. Figure 5.23 shows that 75% users preferred
the VR method and no one preferred RI. This also conforms to the statisti-
cal data. Therefore, in user interface design, Visual Rotation (VR) method
seems to be the better solution.
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5.2 Evaluation of Multimodal Effects in
Dynamic Spatial Construct
As described in the section 1.6.1, different modalities are understood in
different topological arrangements in our brain. However, previous studies
have concluded that there are spatial links between different modalities (see
Section 2.2.2). In constructing inter spatial continuum, most important as-
pect is the continuity along the normal direction to the visual plane (heron
we will use z direction). This section describes the experiment conducted
to understand the effect of multimodal stimuli on dynamic visual location
estimation task. Furthermore, we have implemented a setup, which can be
replicated in a non-inclusive manner since we are focusing on non-inclusive
interfaces. Goal of this evaluation is to understand the topological impli-
cations between modalities is in dynamic spatial construction.
5.2.1 Experimental Method
Users
Eleven voluntary subjects, two female, participated in the experiment. Av-
erage age of the subjects was 26.3 years (min 21, max 38), all right handed
and had normal or corrected vision. All subjects use a computer regularly
in their day-to-day life and familiar with common computer interfaces.
Subjects were naive to the goal of the experiment.
Experiment Setup
Experiment was conducted in a well-lit room with participants seated at a
table facing a computer monitor (Samsung LED Monitor EX2220X, 44.5cm
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Vibrator in contact with 
ventral side 
Figure 5.24: Experimental setup
× 25cm, 91dpi). Distance between subjects eye plane and the monitor is
40cm. Subjects heads were kept at the same position with a headrest
to maintain the control throughout the experiment. Subjects eye level was
aligned to face the vertical centerline of the monitor. Figure 5.24 shows the
study apparatus. As shown in the figure, users were provided with a noise
cancellation headphone (Bose QuietComfort 15) all the time. Subjects left
forearm was resting on a form panel comprise of two vibro-tactile actuators
(Pololu1638, 10mm diameter, 240Hz) so that forearms ventral side is in
contact with the actuators (T1 and T2). User’s right hand is turned in elbow
and placed on top of a push button (B), which is placed in the centerline,
dividing the monitor symmetrically. Tactile actuators are aligned aligned
the edge of monitor, 20cm away from centerline. Distance between users
eye plain, and the monitor (40cm) is divided equally for four parts, each
10cm in length, by two tactile actuators and the button. Actuators are
connected to Arduino Mini Pro, which is connected to Apple mac book air.
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Visual software system was implemented using processing and the audio
feedback was given using Pure Data sketch.
3D graphics system is calibrated to perspective corrected graphics to user
eye position, and a visual grid was displayed on the level of the table,
showing grid lines along x and z directions each 10cm (380px) apart each.
Grid was shown 85cm deep into the z direction from the display monitor
plane (125cm from subject’s eye).
Design
Computer monitor is used to give the visual stimuli, two vibrators are used
to give the haptic feedback and audio feedback is given through headphones.
Since the experiment is design to understand the inter relationship of spa-
tial construct with dynamic cues, variables are selected so that different
topological aspects in human physiology could be studied.
As the visual stimuli, a virtual ball (3D graphics) will move towards the
user from the horizontal center plane of the monitor, along the table surface
level in the vertical plane, at a constant speed. Physical dimensions of the
ball is 4cm radius (144px). Ball always starts moving from the far edge
of the grid, which is 85cm away from display plane. After moving 53cm
from the start point, ball will vanish from the display due to 3D projection
frustum, since that ime, subject have to estimate the speed without the
visual but with haptic and audio cues. For visual stimuli, two constant
speeds, 20cm/s and 30cm/s were chosen (2 factors).
Five haptic conditions are selected to evaluate haptic stimuli against visual.
Haptics cues are given as 100ms long 240Hz pulses at each actuator. Actu-
ators are sequentially activated so that it follows the direction and speed of
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the visual cue. Five different haptic scenarios are chosen as factors depend
on the speed, and the location.
Figure 5.25 shows the selected five haptic conditions. Time axis shows
the time elapsed from the time of visual stimuli start moving. t1 and t2
represents the times visual stimuli cross the tactile actuators T1 and T2
respectively. HS: Haptic same condition, actuators T1 and T2 are actuated
respectively correct time when the visual stimuli pass there spatial location.
HLaC: Haptic lagging Close condition is when speed of the consecutive
vibrator actuation lags that of visual stimuli, but the closer actuator to
subject (T2) is actuated at the correct time. HLaF: Haptic lagging Far
condition is when speed of the consecutive vibrator actuation lags that
of visual stimuli, but the far actuator to subject (T1) is actuated at the
correct time. HLeC: Haptic Leading Close condition is when speed of the
consecutive vibrator actuation leads that of visual stimuli, but the closer
actuator to subject (T2) is actuated at the correct time. HLeF: Haptic
Leading Far condition is when speed of the consecutive vibrator actuation
leads that of visual stimuli, but the far actuator to subject (T1) is actuated
at the correct time.
Lagging and leading steps for each factor is selected as 5cm/s. If the actua
gap is d, visual stimuli speed is Vs (cm/s) and lagging leading step is Vl
(cm/s), then Inter Stimilus Interval (ISI) for each haptic condition can be
derived as,
ISI =

d
Vs
if same
d
Vs+Vl
if leading
d
Vs−Vl if lagging
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Figure 5.25: Factorial conditions of tactile feedback: Time axis shows the
time elapsed from the time of visual stimuli start moving. t1 anbd t2
represents the times visual stimuli cross the tactile actuators T1 and T2
respectively. HS: Haptic same condition, actuators T1 and T2 are actuated
respectively correct time when the visual stimuli pass there spatial location.
HLaC: Haptic lagging Close condition is when speed of the consecutive
vibrator actuation lags that of visual stimuli, but the closer actuator to
subject (T2) is actuated at the correct time. HLaF: Haptic lagging Far
condition is when speed of the consecutive vibrator actuation lags that
of visual stimuli, but the far actuator to subject (T1) is actuated at the
correct time. HLeC: Haptic Leading Close condition is when speed of the
consecutive vibrator actuation leads that of visual stimuli, but the closer
actuator to subject (T2) is actuated at the correct time. HLeF: Haptic
Leading Far condition is when speed of the consecutive vibrator actuation
leads that of visual stimuli, but the far actuator to subject (T1) is actuated
at the correct time.
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Two main audio factors are taken to the design to represent tonotopy and
head centric nature. In order to represent tonotopy, frequency of the audi-
tory stimuli and to represent the head centric nature, loudness of the sound
was used. As the secondary factor for the audio condition, visual stimuli to
audio stimuli mapping function is used. Frequency variant condition, and
loudness variant conditions were used as blocks.
For frequency transfer function, linear and angular mapping was used. An-
gular function depends on the change of optical angle of the visual stimuli
where linear function was derived from the linear distance travelled by the
visual stimuli. If the distance travel by visual stimuli is ds, then relevant
functions are as follows,
Linear,
f = 30 + 800
ds
146
Angular,
f = 30 + 4000 arctan
8.33
168− ds
Figure 5.26 shows the profiles of two functions.
For loudness transfer function, linear and angular mapping was used as
similar to frequency. If the distance travel by visual stimuli is ds, then
relevant functions are as follows,
Linear,
f = 0.01(1 + 100
ds
146
)
Angular,
f = 0.01(1 + 500 arctan
8.33
168− ds )
Figure 5.27 shows the profiles of two functions.
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Figure 5.26: Two frequency transfer functions for experimental condition-
ing: visual stimuli travel distance vs frequency
Including all the conditions, experiment has 4 blocks,
1. Visual Only (VO) - Only visual stimuli is given.
2. Visual and Haptics - This block involves 5 factors as described above,
HS, HLaC, HLaF, HLeC, HLeF.
3. Audio Tone - Audio tone blocks involves frequecy variating audio
stimuli, 2 factors as, audio tone linear (ATL) and audio tone angular
(ATA)
4. Audio Loudness - Audio loudness blocks involves loudness variating
audio stimuli, 2 factors as, audio loudness linear (ALL) and audio
loudness angular (ALA)
In four blocks, all together, 10 factors were considered. Additionally, two
visual speeds (VS) follow a 2× 10 factorial design, leading to 20 test con-
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Figure 5.27: Two loudness transfer functions for experimental conditioning:
visual stimuli travel distance vs loudness as a fraction
ditions. Each block was repeated 6 times, resulting 120 experiment trials
per user, 1320 total measurements.
Procedure
Subjects were instructed to look at the center of the screen, where a red
cross appears for 200ms. Red cross is used as a fixture to bring subject
attention to the center of the screen. Then, subject will see the moving
ball right beneath the cross, and moving closer. Subjects were instructed
to click the button when it reaches the button location, and asked to be
as much as accurate as possible. Also, they are informed about the haptic
and auditory cues in the beginning of each block, and instructed to pay
primary focus to visual stimuli. At the beginning of each block, subjects
were given 6 trials from each block as practice, and data from these trials
were not analyzed. Once the subject clicks the button, all stimuli, except
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for visual grid will turn off for 2 second Inter Trial Interval (ITI). Then next
trial will start, till the end of the blocks. Trials were randomized and the
blocks were rotated except for the VO, because it is used as the grounding
block. Error in centimeters (E) was calculated as the distance between the
button location (B) and the location of the visual stimuli at the moment
user presses the button. If the stimulus is yet to reach the button, error
was positive and if it has already passed the button location, error was
negative.
5.2.2 Results
Results of each block, haptic, audio frequency and audio loudness were
analyzed separately, finally inter relationship between each block were an-
alyzed.
Haptic Sub Modality
Figure 5.28 shows the mean error in target selection distance for five dif-
ferent haptic conditions relative to the two visual speeds. ANOVA test
revealed a significant effect on the haptic condition (F(5,632) = 23.1, P <
0.001). A Tukey’s pairwise comparison revealed the significant differences
between all haptic conditions to visual only (VO) condition (p < 0.001),
and between HLeF to HLeC (p < 0.05).
Audio Tone Sub Modality
Figure 5.29 shows the mean error in target selection distance for two dif-
ferent audio tone conditions relative to the two visual speeds. ANOVA
test revealed a significant effect on the tone transfer function condition
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Figure 5.28: Haptic condition plotted as visual speed vs target selection
error
(F(2,387) = 17.2, P < 0.001). A Tukey’s pairwise comparison revealed the
significant differences between ATL-VO condition (p < 0.01), and between
ATA-VO (p < 0.001). However, there is no significant effect between ATA
and ATL. Since, angular condition ATA has much significant difference
compared to VO, to analyze tone block with others, ATA is used.
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Figure 5.29: Audio tone condition plotted as visual speed vs target selection
error
Audio Loudness Sub Modality
Figure 5.30 shows the mean error in target selection distance for two dif-
ferent audio loudness conditions relative to the two visual speeds. ANOVA
test revealed a significant effect on the loudness transfer function condition
(F(2,351) = 13.2, P < 0.001). A Tukey’s pairwise comparison revealed the
significant differences between ALL-VO condition (p < 0.01), and between
ALA-VO (p < 0.001). However, there is no significant effect between ATA
and ATL. Since, angular condition ALA has much significant difference
compared to VO, to analyze loudness block with others, ALA is used.
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Figure 5.30: Audio loudness condition plotted as visual speed vs target
selection error
Inter Block Comparison
Figure 5.31 shows the mean error in target selection distance for different
VO, HS, ATA, ALA conditions relative to the two visual speeds. ANOVA
test revealed a significant effect on the block condition (F(3,488) = 27.66,
P < 0.0001). A Tukey’s pairwise comparison revealed the significant differ-
ences between all haptic and audio conditions relative to VO (p < 0.001),
between ATA-HS (p < 0.05) and between ALA-HS (p < 0.0001). However,
there is no significant effect between ATA and ATL.
5.2.3 Discussion
User study revealed that there can be significant advantage to spatial con-
struction in human perception using multi modal stimuli than single modal
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Figure 5.31: Mean error in target selection between four primary modal
conditions
stimuli. Our goal of the experiment was to understand how different topo-
logical coordinate systems can contribute to improve the spatial construct.
As show in the figure 5.31, it can be clearly observed that having haptic
stimuli increased the accuracy of selection by a large gap compared to visual
only condition. Auditory feedback effectiveness is between the haptic and
visual only feedback conditions. Therefore, we could suggest that somato-
topy has more advantage over, head centered and tonotopy understanding
of the space.
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Comparison between ATA and ALA functions revealed that ATA has more
significant advantage compared to ALA, which can be further seen in figure
5.31, specially at high-speed condition. Therefore, tonotopy has advantage
over loudness factor in the spatial construction in z axis.
Further discussion is found in Section 6.4.1.
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6Discussion and Conclusion
In this thesis, we introduced the inter spatial continuum as an interface
paradigm to achieve intuitiveness, effectiveness and rich user experience in
general human computer interaction scenarios. Through out the previous
chapters, we described how inter spatial continuum can be achieved through
different user interface strategies and provided justification, viable user
studies along with possible applications in practical situations.
Given the broadness of the inter-spatial continuum concept and the number
of variables involved, it is difficult to exhaust all the possible evaluation sce-
narios within the scope of this thesis. In this chapter, we try to discuss the
research findings, positive implications, limitations and future perspectives
of inter spatial continuum.
6.1 Design Strategies
We proposed three design strategies to implement the inter-spatial con-
tinuum, namely transition, translation and projection. Each of these has
its own characteristics and can contribute to the implementation of inter
spatial continuum either as a single contributing factor or a combination.
Our evaluation shows how the effectiveness, efficiency and experience of the
inter-spatial continuum can be altered and manipulated according different
design choices. Specially, we showed how the scale plays an important role.
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Finally, in chapter 4 we introduced a collection of projects using aforemen-
tioned strategies to implement inter spatial continuum. It is important
to discuss the learning outcome of each strategy and each subproject sepa-
rately since some of the results were relatively independent. In this chapter,
we will follow a bottoms up approach, thus, first we will consider the project
specific discussions, then strategy based discussion leading to final abstract
discussion of the inter spatial continuum.
6.2 Project Specific Findings and
Discussion
6.2.1 Discussion of ImpAct
From the results of the first test, we can conclude that ImpAct’s involuntary
errors are considerably smaller compared to the full effective measurement
range. Therefore, existence of such errors can be neglected in the operation.
Results of the second test indicate an error about 3.1% compared to the full
range of the roll angle measurement. This is a significant error if ImpAct
is used for precise operations. We believe that contributing factors to this
error is mainly come from the heaviness and bulkiness of the prototype. In
the after discussion, users commented that, because of the weight of the
prototype made it hard to orient it properly and the back box reduced the
handling capability.
Rather interesting finding of the second test is that error gets significantly
lower at high tilt angles. This is probably because of the fact that it is very
easier to visualize the orientation of the guide at high angles. This effect
is shown in the Figure 6.1, where (A) has higher roll angle giving it high
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(A) (B)
Figure 6.1: Visual clarity at high tilt angles
visual clarity than (B).
Another important observation is, at negative angles, accuracy is higher
than the positive angles. This means user is comfortable at controlling the
ImpAct in the region below the touch point than the above area of the
screen. This is shown in the Figure 6.2.
Third test results indicate a significant flaw in ImpAct in terms of z axis
controls. It has a very significant error and we study the reason causing
these errors. First cause for these errors is that ImpAct moving shaft has a
significant redundant friction. This makes it user to hard to move along the
z axis and control it smoothly. Second cause is the weight and bulkiness of
the prototype makes the user’s hand tiring in z axis controls and it leads
to considerable amount of human errors. Third cause is that users are not
familiar in using tools that are directly moves in z axis. Therefore this
concept of precisely controlling the span length is partially new to users.
In the study, addition to the technical factors, we learnt many human
factors, which holds great importance to the ImpAct. In future, we are
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Comfortable region 
for manipulation
Figure 6.2: Lower part of the screen is more comfortable to interact using
ImpAct
planning to introduce solutions to existing weaknesses and further study
the usability of ImpAct.
Limited Depth Problem
Limited depth problem is a physical limitation of ImpAct. One solution is
to increase the retractable length of ImpAct stem, which creates a bulky
prototype and difficulty of handling. Therefore, we propose two pseudo
perceptual approaches to overcome this issue.
Figure 6.3 shows the proposed two solutions. First solution is to use non-
linear simulated projection rendering. In usual SPR, length of the virtual
stylus is linearly mapped to the physical changes (y = kx). However, in
the proposed solution, we intend to use different transfer functions to find
a perceptually acceptable solution (in the form y = kxn, etc.). In order to
evaluate the transfer function, linear unit transfer function (k = 1) will be
used as the grounding. Usability test with a factorial design where, function
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Figure 6.3: Proposed solutions for limited depth problem
(linear, exponential, etc.), function parameters (k, n, etc.) and depth range
as controlled variable should be conducted. Target acquisition time, error
rates and qualitative data should be collected and analyzed similar to [77]
and can be used to conclude the appropriate solution.
Second solution is to change the physical design of ImpAct to simulate the
haptic perception of axial motion without actually changing its length. As
shown in figure 6.3 right, a spring-loaded tip is used to create small motion
as a starting condition and tactile simulation on finger tips (gray area in
the figure) are used to create tactile perception of axial motion. We antic-
ipate, this system can simulate higher depth perceptions without having
any length change in the ImpAct stem. A technical evaluation should be
carried out to evaluate the effectiveness of tactile sensation in simulating
depth perception and interaction feedback. Results should be qualitative
and conclude the suitability of proposed technique in applications.
Shear Force Feedback Problem
As shown in figure 6.4, when ImpAct virtual stem is collided with a digital
object in perpendicular direction to its stem, the haptic system is unable
to simulate its effects because there is no existing axial force component
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No axial force component Axial force component exist 
Figure 6.4: Shear force problem and flexible virtual stem solution
generated by the collision. As a solution to this limitation, we propose, a
flexible virtual stem, as shown in figure 6.4 right, which creates an axial
component in perpendicular collisions due to its flexible nature. Our goal is
to investigate the proposed method as a transfer function for inter-spatial
continuum. Experimental design will use a factorial design with digital
object shape, size and location as independent variable and record qual-
itative measures from user as the dependent variable. Results will bring
new knowledge about cross modal simulation of non direct haptic compo-
nents in a linear force feedback system and will contribute to inter-spatial
continuum as a translation function.
6.2.2 Discussion of HapticTelescope
Results for question 1 and 2 confirm our expectations, which is in a way does
not provide much new information. Motions through tactile feedback and
texture visualization through frequencies have been studied before. How-
ever, for the completeness of this brief evaluation, we collect these data
and the results are very positive. For question number 2, though some
subjects answered, as it is hard to understand between different features
with different frequencies, almost all of them suggested that texture iden-
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tification is much feasible at slower moving speeds. However, considering
overall evaluation, they ranked it to be 3. In our personal belief, it seems
some of the low frequency components of the vibration has been leaking
to the body of the prototype, which causes redundant vibrations to exist
throughout the actuator span. This could significantly affect the frequency
differentiation.
For question 3, answer is inconclusive. It might very well be subjective. Or,
we need a larger set of subjects to do a proper evaluation of such sensitive
issues, which we leave for future work.
In the question 4, many subjects answered that it is easier to relate to visual
system with markers, however, they all suggested that, if, they can learn the
system with markers, after a while they would not need markers. Therefore,
our understanding is markers are only necessary at the learning period.
However, it should be confirmed through an iterative user evaluation.
Answer to the question 5 is also significantly suggested that the exponential
system would be much efficient. This confirms our initial hypothesis to be
true. If we follow optical flow with angular proportionality, it seems to offer
much better understanding through the haptic system. One of the subjects
said, “Exponential method is clear because it gives me more information
about closer objects and less information about far away things in the
haptic system”. This is an important feedback which indirectly suggest
the same concept as visual system, where closer objects are seen in more
detail while far away things with less detail, as merely shapes.
Other than these main issues some users commented more about the sys-
tem with their own perspectives. One user suggested that the actuation
amplitude of the current system is too mild, he said “It is better it to be
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little bit stronger, but again, if it is too strong, it will be annoying.” Fur-
thermore, he said it is better to have a soft surface, more like rubber than
felt.
Another user tried the system with his eyes closed, and he said he can
imagine what type of features are currently going through the system u
sing the haptic feedback and his memory available graphics components in
the system. He suggested it is better to have actuators for both his palm
and fingers.
One of the subjects complained that if the system implemented in a real car,
he would get distracted to sides of the road rather than paying attention
to the middle of the road. However, he mentioned such haptic feedback
is very important when riding a motor bike, and he himself rides bikes so
that he know it by experience.
6.2.3 Discussion of GestureWheel
According to the statistical data and user preference, visual rotation seems
to be the way forward. However, one thing we have to pay attention to is,
when the graphical user interface is rotating, inner content also rotate, thus
making content to be incoherent (For an example text could be mirrored
or upside down). in our user study, we used highlighted targets. But, in
a general user interface scenario, target wouldn’t be highlighted and, user
would have to, either read it, or identify the symbol and understand the
menu content according to the requirement. Therefore, given the frequency
of usage while driving, MR method can be used in an application where
complex menu content has to be displayed. However, in case of a frequently
using application (which user has to operate while driving) a circular menu
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system would be much more suitable with the VR based interactions. Fig-
ure 6.5 shows how coherency can be maintained while rotating in a circular
menu by flipping the text direction with rotation.
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Figure 6.5: Circular menu design for VR applications
6.2.4 Discussion of RippleTouch
According to the above shown results, a clear pattern of stimulation loca-
tion and carrier frequency can be observed. When the carrier frequency
gets high, actuation location go farther from the actuators. With this un-
derstanding, system can be designed to implement the appropriate step
increments in the carrier frequency to create continuous actuation on the
body. However, recorded data should be evaluated with different criterion
to understand other affecting factors such as user built, signal frequency,
system damping etc.
6.3 Three Strategies
Proposed three strategies in this thesis, transition, translation and projec-
tion are not necessarily used as mutually exclusive means to implement
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the inter-spatial continuum. However, since they play a major role in the
arguments of this thesis, we will discuss each strategy separately.
Transition
Transition is used to define tools and interfaces which perform interactions
through the border. Perceptual phenomenon such as illusions, pseudo ef-
fects and cross modality can be utilized to create such interfaces.
Relative to inter spatial continuum, this is the most straightforward so-
lution to explain the inter-spatial continuum. In transition, interactions
happen through the border. Therefore, perception of the border will be
mitigated creating the continuity between real world and virtual environ-
ment.
However, transitivity has its own limitations.
1. Scalability
As shown in the chapter 4, when the system goes to higher scales,
transitive interfaces become difficult to implement. At high scales,
users perceive a significant distance between virtual and real world,
which is difficult to overcome through transition. In the case of Im-
pAct, this is limited to 5cm. However, as further explained in the
chapter refchap:impl, combining transition with translation, can add
additional scale.
2. Complexity
In our system implementation, it is apparent that implementing tran-
sition requires complex technologies than translation or projection.
This leads to practical barriers such as manufacturing, platform sup-
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port, user resistance, etc. In the case of ImpAct, it needs, integrated
actuators within the stylus itself.
3. Integration
Another limitations of transition interfaces are the index of difficulty
exists in integrating with existing systems. For an example to inte-
grate ImpAct into an existing 3D application, a significant portion of
the application should be modified.
Translation
In this proposal, translation is used to define conversion between different
modalities. For an example, translation of motion in physical space to
visual in digital space can be a simple mouse action, where cursor moves in
digital space resulting the visual reaction. However, in creating inter-spatial
continuum, one must carefully use the appropriate modalities and relevant
transfer functions (arrow in the figure) so that an extended interaction
space can be re-created in the user perception.
One of the main strong points of translation is, it is ubiquitous nature.
Translational interfaces are loosely correlated between different perceptual
modalities. Therefore, augmenting them with existing interfaces can be
very simple.
However, transition interfaces also have their limitations.
1. Effectiveness
Since they are loosely coupled, transitional interface maybe less ef-
fective in creating a strong perceptual effect on continuity. This can
be observed in the user study as shown in chapter 5.1.2
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2. Intuitiveness
Translational interfaces seem to require slightly longer learning curve
compared to other two. This is because users needs some time to
understand and adhere to inter modal relationships in translational
interfaces.
Projection
In the context of inter-spatial continuum, projection is used to simulate fea-
tures or events that trespasses the borders of a space (digital or physical).
Figure 1.8 shows an example where possibly haptic or visual projection
on the physical space is used to represent visual features that escape dig-
ital space due to an explosion event (such as in a game) in digital space.
Similarly, physical events that escape the boundary, such as throwing an
object (physical or imaginary) can be projected to digital space using visual
simulations.
Main advantage of projection over other two strategies is that, projection
is highly scalable. It can be implemented in micro scale, as well as macro
scale without a problem.
Main limitations of projection are,
1. Spatial Coordination
Projection interfaces need external equipment to integrate with the
system and highly susceptible to user location. Therefore, a user
coordination of user location can be a limiting factor restricting mo-
bility.
2. Integration
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Similar to transitional interfaces, projection can also contain an index
of difficulty in integrating with existing systems.
6.4 Understanding Inter Spatial
Continuum and its Implications
In this thesis, we presented the inter-spatial continuum concept and three
main strategies to realize the proposed concept using integration of multi
modal interactions.
6.4.1 Experimental Implications
According to the experimental findings in the section 5.2, we can conclude
how spatial construction can be improved using multi modal integration.
Our goal was to create non-inclusive multi modal effects on user awareness
of the 3D space. Study described used, simple haptic and audio cues to
supplement the visual stimuli. However, results were positive and could
contribute to the development of future interactive systems.
Visual to Haptic Coordination
Experiment focused on two basic parameters that can be observed through
the haptic feedback. First is the spatial location of the stimuli, and secondly
the speed. Location can be derived using proprioception. Speed is observed
through consideration of ISI, between two haptic stimuli. It is important
to note that ISI has kept less than 150ms to avoid psychological inhibition.
Therefore, subjects have the time to observe two stimuli separately.
Figure 6.6 shows the mean error in target selection distance for different
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Figure 6.6: Haptic conditions plotted as visual speed vs target selection
error
haptic conditions at the high-speed condition. ANOVA test revealed a
significant effect on the block condition (F(4,250) = 3.76, P < 0.01). A
Tukey’s pairwise comparison revealed the significant differences between
HLeF-HS (p < 0.05), between HLeF-HLeC (p < 0.01). However, other
pairs have less significant effect. From the graph and the statistical analysis,
it can be shown that the far conditions have more effect error than close.
Figure 6.7 shows the mean error in target selection distance for different
haptic location conditions at the high-speed condition. ANOVA test re-
vealed a significant effect on the block condition (F(2,252) = 4.77, P < 0.01).
A Tukey’s pairwise comparison revealed the significant differences between
both F-HS and F-C (p < 0.05). With this, we can conclude that location
take priority over speed in haptic stimulations.
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Figure 6.7: Haptic location condition plotted as visual speed vs target
selection error
Visual to Audio Coordination
In visual to audio coordination, angular transfer function always presented
the high accuracy, where using tone presented the least mean error. So, we
can conclude that tonotopy takes priority overhead centric in z axis.
6.4.2 Construct of Inter Spatial Continuum
Construct is identified as an ideal object or entity in the philosophy of
science[72]. It is commonly used to describe the things that need the ex-
istence of a subject’s mind to prove their existence. In simple terms, it is
something many readily believe that exist, but at the same time, neither
can be observer nor empirically proved. Common examples are human
emotions, such as love, sorrow and happiness. These are different from
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what we scientifically observer as real.
In the core of the inter-spatial continuum lies a construct that can only
be described through subjective interpretation. Multi modality has many
different implications that cannot be defined nor observed through empir-
ical models. Original goal and the strategy of this thesis is to investigate
how arrangement of multi modality can increase the perceivably of the con-
struct or, the hypothetical connection between the real environment and
its virtual counterpart.
This, however, should not be confused with recreation or trying to mirror
the real world in a virtual environment or vice versa. Which is most likely
the goal of many other research disciplines, such as augmented reality[27],
virtual reality[108] and tele-existence[112].
Multi modality and Affective Interactions
If one think about the thesis proposed in this dissertation for inter spatial
continuum as a reality, one of the common question arise will be, how the
existing interfaces differ from the proposed, or what is the originality of
this particular thesis. For an example, if we take one implementation as an
example, lets take Haptic Telescope, as described in section 4.2.2, it is one
of the most simplistic implementation of a coordination strategy. There
is no one to one mapping or mirroring of the experiences. However, users
claim it increases the perception. Same thing can be explained how one
experience the music in a movie. Though, there is no explicit connection
between the music and the narration, it enhances the experience of the
movie through creating a mental construct which put observers mind in
the correct mood. This is what I am trying to explain as a construct. This
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can be further described as increasing the affective nature of the interfaces.
This construct is not observable, however, interpreted, in a more precise
term, radically interpreted[21]. Once it is interpreted, it can be learned and
experienced, thus enhancing the interactivity, efficiency and experience of
the interface.
6.4.3 Future Perspective
Results of the research presented in this thesis propose three strategies to
create continuity in user interfaces and interaction spaces. Following sub-
sections focus on key future interface and interaction perspectives proposed
by this thesis. Three future perspectives proposed by the thesis are General
Approach, Implicit Information over Explicit and Identifying cross-modal
mappings for HCI.
Non Inclusive Approach
There are many different types of multi modal interfaces that create inter
spatial continuity as defined fully or partially in this thesis. However, one
unique approach followed through out this thesis was to follow a general
approach with contrast to a specific solution to create an inter spatial
continuum. This can be seen in the image 2.1, as the scope of the research
is as much as generalized as possible.
Implicit Information over Explicit
Second key point of the research presented is, we try to keep the information
Implicit or supplemental as possible. This allows the user to be concen-
trated on the main information source, while other modalities supplements
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it in c constructive manner.
Identifying cross-modal mappings for HCI
Though, different sensory perceptions are mapped incompletely different
methods in our brain (vision, auditory, haptics, etc.). This can contribute
to improve the affective nature of the interfaces.
6.5 Applications and Social Impact
Applications of inter-spatial continuum interaction paradigm are diverse.
According to the design choices, usable scenarios will be different. In
abstract sense, applications in computer entertainment, computer aided
design, remote manipulation and telecommunication applications can be
expected to utilize the proposed concept.
Transitional interfaces can be used in personal computing and entertain-
ment to deliver rich user experiences. One such examples is in computer
games to create intuitive and fun gaming experiences as shown in [128].
Furthermore, [128] also explains how such interfaces are effective in com-
puter aided design (CAD) and creative environments. Not only in enter-
tainment, these systems are applicable in other industry standard applica-
tions such as remote surgery, tele-manipulation as a multi modal interface
tool.
Translation systems are ideal for ubiquitous computing since they represent
a loosely coupled multi modal interfaces. Applications will be in domestic
environments, automotive user interfaces, entertainment, etc. One of the
strong points of translational approach is they can be easily integrated
with existing interfaces or systems. One specific real time application will
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be extending the gaming system presented in [130] and [127] to real life
automotive user interfaces to create interactive environments with least
driver distractions. Such subtle interface techniques and proper cognitive
to motor coordination methods are useful in attention critical applications
as driving. Furthermore, they can be used in computer gaming applications
to create entertaining user experiences and in telecommunication systems
to create affordable multi-modal communication systems.
Interfaces with projection strategy can be scaled and shared. Reaching
multiple users and bigger spaces are achievable. Therefore, projection sys-
tems are ideal for multi-user environments either in public or private space.
Using projection, we can create inter-spatial continuity in public spaces,
which will be a new addition for public displays, such as digital signage.
Future digital signage will not only display visuals and sounds, but you
would be able to feel it through haptics. For an example, RippleTouch can
be deployed under the ground where users walk or stand, and deliver haptic
feedback, which can be experienced through entire body. Same system can
be deployed in entertainment venues such as digital cinema theaters, music
events and even with broadcast television along with proper integration of
haptic data.
6.6 Conclusion
In this thesis we presented the concept of inter spatial continuum and three
strategies, transition, translation and projection to integrate multi modal
interactions to achieve the continuum. These strategies were discussed rela-
tive to three chosen design choices relative to inter spatial continuum, scale,
direction and modality. Furthermore, example applications and technolo-
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gies are presented to practically implement the proposed strategies. Thesis
also presents a detail evaluation of the tree strategies in terms of both
technical aspects and human factors, confirming their feasibility and effec-
tiveness as human interface components.
Main contributions of the thesis are three fold,
1. Implementation guidelines for the proposed strategies
These includes technical data, transfer function, physical implementa-
tion techniques for proposed three strategies and information on how
to re create the proposed concepts. Furthermore we have summarized
the limitations of the individual systems and possible solutions that
can be used to extend or overcome those limitations.
2. Human factors and implications
These includes user preferences of each technique, effects on the hu-
man performances and affective components. These were concluded
using combination of both qualitative and quantitative user studies.
This provides basic understanding of the human factors of the pro-
posed three strategies and will be useful in creating the foundation
of deployment of inter spatial continuum in practical applications as
well as in future research related to the theme.
3. New technologies
These includes technologies, applications and new interface / inter-
action paradigms for inter-spatial continuum presented within the
thesis. Such technologies and paradigms can be used in future appli-
cations and research for further improvement of the technique itself
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or as a sub system to other larger projects. For an example, utiliza-
tion of resonance and standing waves for full body haptic applications
presented in the RippleTouch project has many different uses other
than presented. We anticipate such technologies will be often used in
both industry and research.
Through the reviews, implementations and evaluation results conducted
within this thesis, we derived the concept of inter spatial continuum and
its philosophical implications to create both effective and affective com-
puter interfaces for wide variety of application scenarios. Furthermore,
we concluded the feasibility and suitability of three strategies, transition,
translation and projection to implement inter spatial continuances, which
can be extended to wider scales, while keeping the interface non inclusive.
Finally we present applications scenarios along with the future perspective
of inter spatial continuum as a theme and three strategies as implementa-
tion concepts.
As described in the section 6.5, inter spatial continuum has many applica-
tion areas such as, entertainment, design and creative industries, medicine
/ surgery, telecommunication, tele-manipulation, etc. And we anticipate
with the knowledge, results and methods presented in this research, other
researchers and industry professionals will be able to spawn many applica-
tion scenarios, extensions and improvements to the concept and open the
possibilities to many successful interaction paradigms in future.
6.6. Conclusion
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Appendix A
Publications, Conferences and
Demonstrations
A.1 Written/Attended
Journal
• Anusha Withana, Yasutoshi Makino, Makoto Kondo, Maki Sugimoto,
Gota Kakehi and Masahiko Inami. ImpAct : Immersive Haptic Stylus
to Enable Direct Touch and Manipulation for Surface Computing.
Computers in Entertainment, 8(2):1, December 2010.
Conferences
• Withana, A., Koyama, S., Sugiura, Y., Uema, Y., Nawa, K., Yoshizu,
S., Inami, M. (2013). Effects of Relative Rotation on Gesture Inter-
action in a Multitouch Steering Wheel Based Gaming Interface. In 18
Virtual Reality Conference. Osaka, Japan: Virtual Reality Society
of Japan.
• Anusha Withana, Yuta Sugiura and Masahiko Inami. Haptic Tele-
scope: Visual to Haptic Cross Modal Display. In 17 Virtual Reality
Conference. Virtual Reality Society of Japan, 2012.
• Anusha Withana, Yuta Sugiura, Charith Fernando, Yuji Uema, Yasu-
toshi Makino, Maki Sugimoto and Masahiko Inami. ImpAct: Haptic
Stylus for Shallow Depth Surface Interaction. In SIGGRAPH Asia
2011 Emerging Technologies on - SA 11, pages 11, New York, New
York, USA, December 2011. ACM Press.
• Anusha Withana, Makoto Kondo, Gota Kakehi, Yasutoshi Makino,
Maki Sugimoto, and Masahiko Inami. ImpAct: Enabling Direct
Touch and Manipulation for Surface Computing. In Adjunct proceed-
ings of the 23nd annual ACM symposium on User interface software
and technology - UIST 10, page 411, New York, New York, USA,
October 2010. ACM Press.
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